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AT THEIR annual conference in Leeds last week, the
Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals outlined
to the Government its support in charging university
students the full costs of their
courses.
The decision by the CVCP, a
"voluntary club" of the university
authorities, however, is not yet a
mandate to be implemented by
universities. Sir David Smith,
Principal of Edinburgh University, told Student that "everything
is still just at a level of discussion".
But the implication is that the
majority of university vice-chancellors and principals have now
accepted that the present Government, as stated by the Education
Secretary, Mr MacGregor, last
week, will not give "higher education . . . a significantly greater
share of public spending than it
has now".

At present students benefit
from means-tested maintenance
grants and fees paid by their-local
authority. The Government is
considering altering this situation
by introducing full fees - met in
whole or part by some kind of
state scholarship - or perhaps a
graduate tax, which is in ·operation in higher education in
Australia.
Sir David Smith told Student
that the present level of Government funding, added to · the
expanding of higher education, is
producing a "marked decline in
services offered and in the student-staff ratio". It seems, he intimated, that private tuition fees
will give more resources and
maintain current standards.
The Department of Education
.and Science emphasised that the
"Government has no plans for full
cost fees at the moment" , but
agreed that it could be likely we
shall see them introduced in the
next three to five years.
The next move by _the CV!=P

will be to identify and publicise
the-full costs of each course, but it
has already been estimated that
the average arts degree could cost
£4,000; for a science and medical/
dentistry degree respectively, the
figures could be £6,000 and
£10,000.
It is generally recognised that
Britain has one of the most expensive undergraduate courses in the
world. "Certainly," the DoES
confirmed, "around 8 per cent of
our GDP goes into the system. In
Europe only the Netherlands
injects more."
The switch by the CVCP to
more and more accommodate the
Government's thinking on the
expansion of further education
without the use of the public purse
coincides with a recent national
ratings exercise by the Universities Funding Council.
The exercise was one in which
the fitneess of individual university or college departments was
assessed, on a five-point scale, as
regards their ability to receive
research funds.

·
the beer, the discos, the doom and despair Photo: Chtis McKenna

Dental School reprieve unlikely
by News Reporter

THE Universities' Funding
Council will meet next Wednesday, October 11, to finally
decide whether or not to
close Edinburgh University's

Dental School.
A 3-man · working party
appointed by Malcolm Rifkind,
the Scottish Secretary, had
recommended the school should
have its last student intake this
month. Chair by Sir Donald
McCallum, the Report was
ordered after an earlier review
which aimed at cutting back on
Britain ·s production of dentists by

10%:
On Tuesday 19 September, a
petition of 100,000 signatures was
given to Sir Donald in Edinburg?,
to express the feeling of peopl~ m
Edinburgh and the surroundrng
areas. A large protest march was.
held which started at the dental
building in Chambers Street, and
ended at St. Andrew~ House,
"home" of the Secretary of State.

The same week, on Thursday
21, the 13-person strong medical
committee of the UFC met in
London to consider the McCallum Report.
However, it would not reveal to
the public the recommendation
~ing from the Committee to the
main body of the UFC.
But it is presumed likely by

staff, students and a local newspaper, the Evening News (which is
running a campaign to keep the
school open), that the dental
school will close.
It is forecast that if this does
happen, then only one-half of
patients will be consulted at the
dental hospital, as the students
will not be there to do the work
formerly expected of them.
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• Tony Benn, Labour MP for
Chesterfield,
last
week
announced c:onfirmation of his
candidacy for the rectorship of
Glasgow University.
Speaking to Student, Mr
Benn emphasised that the
rector's democratic tradition
was "enormously important",
and that he would undertake a
"seriously political campaign".
Mr Benn, proposed by Glasgow University Labour Club,
further admitted that his links
with Scotland weren't entirely
absent, pointing out · that his
grandfather had been elected
as a Liberal MP for Govan in
1911.
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• The Scottish Universities
and Presidents Group, which
comprises the rectors and student presidents of the eight
universities, has written to the
Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities pointing out that
the money voted by local
authorities for the continuance
of Newbattle Abbey College is
being misused.
The SURPG has an interest
in Newbattle Adult Education
College because many of the
mature students from the college g9 on to courses at the
Scottish universities. EUSA
President Jimmy Quinn was
unavailable for comment at the
time of going to press.

Cycle security
stepped Up
by Hamish McKay
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• Accommodation for students at Lancaster Polytechnic
in Preston is apparently very
scarce. As a short-term solution, 200 new students at the
"poly" are being housed in a
Pontin's holiday camp at
Southport, 20 miles away. It
seems that the student intake
at Lancaster is 1,000 more than
that at this time last year.
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Pictured above is Mr Alex Currie, Secretary to the University
being awarded t~e Royal Order of the Polar Star (1st Class)'
by King Carl Gustaf of Sweden. Mr Currie was presented ·
with the Order for his endeavours in t'ostermg links
bet~een universities in the United Kingdom and Sweden. _
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Meanwhile, an independent inquiry was launched last
Wednesday into the running of
the Polytechnic of Wales in a
dispute over alleged mismanagement of public money.
It is believed that hundreds
of thousands of pounds have
been
misused
at
the
in
Treforest,
polytechnic
Glamorgan. So far two senior
members of staff have res. igned.

A NEW initiative to protect
bicycles in Edinburgh will be
made available to students
and the general public at
selected dates in the next;
fortnight.

Proposed by Lothian and Bor- - Tuesday 10, George Square,
between 11 am - 3 pm.
ders Police, the new move will
ensure bikes are stamped with the - Saturday 14, Pollock Main
Administration Building at
owner's postcode, making it
11 am-3 pm.
easier to trace any theft.
- Tuesday 17, outside Kings
The police told Student that it
Buildings Refectory, between
was very much in the interests of
2-5 pm.
owners to ensure their property -Thursday 19, at George
was safely protected. To encourSquare
again,
between
age this the police are presenting
11 am-3 pm.

Guardian publishes
intriguing survey
THE GUARDIAN , news-

• The Scottish Education
Department has recently published statistics showing that
overseas entry to Scottish universities doubled in the years
1980-86. This coincides with a
slender decline in the numbers
of Scots-domiciled undergraduate entrants in the same
period.
Meanwhile, in 1987-88, the
SEO revealed, 21 per cent of
Scottish youngsters went on to
higher education. This compared favourably to the UK
average of c. 15 per cent.

the public with this opportunity at
no extra cost.
According to a police spokesman, people can either have their
temporary, -or home, postcode
imprinted on their bicycle at the
following dates around the University:

paper has just published what
it claims to be the "largest
student survey ever carried
out in Britain".
Distributed in April/May 1989
to all British universities and 11
polytechnics, the newspaper's
own intriguing survey was completed by over 4,000 students.
According to the survey,
female students are more concerned than male students about a
range of social issues; most notably, the third world, education,
unemployment and general social
issues. However, 89 per cent of all
students felt that the environment
was the most pressing concern we
are currently facing.

Specifically, 50 per cent of all
students expect to graduate with a
first or 2.1 degree classification;
although Oxbridge students have
higher expectations of achieving
; firsts than other students.
Politically, the largest vote (32
per cent) went to Labour followed
by the Consevatives (22 per cent).
On a less grand scale, though, 57
per cent of all students said that
they were not very or not at all
interested in local politics.
The survey also ironically disclosed that almost half the students (49 per cent) would prefer
to work outside the UK, but that a
distinct lack of fluency in foreign
languages meant that the foreign
destination would have to be an
English-speaking country.

student
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Edinbu~gh lecturers confused
by UFC exercise
A RECENT selective rank- of accounting departments, has
ings exercise by the Univer- called an urgent meeting of the
this week to consider their
sities Funding Council has group
response to the assessment.
angered a top lecturer at
"We know the broad criteria
Edinburgh University.
concerning national and internaProfessor David Hatherly, of
the Accountancy and Business
Department, told Student that the
UK-wide exercise placed Edinburgh's accounting department at
the bottom of the league for the
standard of their research.
Professor Hatherly, also chairman of the Scottish group of heads

tional reputations, but we don't
know how they arrived at such an
assessment," he said.
The professors feel they have
been pe'halised because their
research tends to be practical and
market-oriented, whereas the
UFC appears to have favoured
the more theoretical approach

practised by English universities.
Professor Hatherly said he
didn't accept that Scottish universities were doing less research in
comparison to its English counterparts.
"We certainly know it's easy to
be dismissed as whingeing
academics," he continued, "but
we do look seriously at any problems we might have vis-a-vis
teaching."
Only physical education came
lower in the UFC selective rankings exercise.

Photo: Chris McKenna

GRIND LAY .
STREET
Union, owned by HeriotWatt University, is set to
close next summer, leaving
thousands of students desperately seeking another
venue for a cheap pint.
The union, which is 15 years old
but can robustly hold 700 students
at any one time, is set to close in
June 1990.
Instead, a new students' union
sited at Riccarton Campus, ha~
been constructed, costing £1. 7
million. Its foundations were laid
only last year.

The new eaterie-cum-dance
factory is believed to hold 1,000
drunk and sweaty students, and
opens this month.
Paul Reilly, President of
Heriot-Watt Students' Union,
told Student that it was "a move
with the times", but that he would
like to keep ole Grindlay because
only "one quarter of the unviersity's students live at Riccarton
Campus, whereas 90 per cent
work there".
So, if you want to sample a
cracker of a cheap pint and
Grindlay's sweaty subterranean
disco, you had better move it.

Cry for
Good Neighbour
by Hamish McKay

LAST term one adventurous
girl volunteer picked out a
free trip to the Far East from
the notices on the plate-glass
window which fronts the University Settlement offices in
Bristo Square.
But the majority of the projects
organised by the Settlement,
which are open to all students, are
somewhat less exotic than this.
They are mainly in Edinburgh
itself.
The Settlement, founded in
1905 at a meeting in Oddfellows
Hall, carries out social work
targetted at poorer people within
the city.

During 1989-90, the Settlement's Good Neighbourhood
Project is aiming to take on a fresh
impetus. This is in response to
changing priorities within the
city's established social services
resources.
The Project tries to provide students with the opportunity to perform a wide range of volunteer
tasks and meet necessary community needs.
According to Donald McGill,
of the Settlement, scope for contributing a little of a student's time
is varied and volunteers are
always needed.
Contact Donald McGill on 667
0222 for further information, or
stop and take a look at the notices
in the plate-glass window.

Oxford £86m closer
to £220m target ·
OXFORD UNIVERSITY's
nascent Development Office
has now raised £86 million
since fund-raising on behalf
of the university started in
October 1988.
The Office, according to its
assistant director, Mr Peter Watson, aims to have built up a permanent capital base for the university at the end of its five-year
appeal.
Amongst other items, the
money will be used to fund college
lectureships and accommodation
costs, as well as new scientific
equipment.

Links with former graduates of
all the colleges of the university
were stressed as important by Mr
Watson. "Such links are especially vital in North America," he
said, "where we have 11,000
former graduates resident."

Edinburgh University, Dr Henry
Drucker, is the director of the
Development Office and is presently in North America.

that "75 per cent of an Oxford
academic's salary is borne by the
university".
A former politics lecturer at

Similar receptions are expected
to be held in northern American
cities in the next few years until
1993.

The Oxford Appeal in that continent was formally launched by
Dr Drucker a fortnight ago at a
select-cum-general invitation dinMr Watson continued by saying _ner in New York. According to
that the money raised was not Mr Watson, the dinner "went
really singled out for any purpose, down very well", with the idea of
although it is intended to fund volunteer committees being visiacademic posts. He pointed out bly expressed.

Rector continues
campaign. involv~ment
over 20,000 people throughout. ter to give help to those who find
Scotla.nd to donate the difference themselves homeless as a result of
between their last rates bill and the poll tax."
THE Rector of Edinburgh their current poll tax to the home"Make the Differen_ce" was
University, Ms Muriel Gray, less housing organisation, SHEL- launched on March 27 this year by
Muriel Gray, Pat Kane of Hue
recently inaugurated the TER.
Ms Gray told an Edinburgh and Cry, and Hearts star John
launch of the second stage of
the "Make the Difference" newspaper a fortnight ago: "The Colquhoun. The campaign was
campaign against the Poll response to the campaign so far started with Muriel Gray's own
has been fantastic. From just one d~natio~ of £300. 1:he money
Tax and homelessness.
press conference in April, over raised will be used t? give support
At the moment the campaign is £15,000 has been donated to Shel- l to homeless people m Scotland.
aiming to persuade, by letter,,.
by News Reporter

NIGEL GRIFFITHS, MP

You can take it
and ...

BAR

more! University ain't as hard as they said it was. Hell,
you're on your way to a brilliant career!

But sometimes, when the going gets tough, and
studying gets you down, you get a hankering after
that good ol' home cookin', and then you've just got
to run to ...

HELP AND ADVICE
Every Friday & Ellery Monday
from 9am-1 Oam at 93 Causewayside
And Third Saturday of Every Month
9am Burdiehouse/Southhouse
Community Centre, Burdiehouse Street
10.15 am Liberton High School,
Gilmerton Road
11.30 am James Gillespie's High School,
Lauderdale Street
Or contact the Labour Party HQ
93 Causewayside (Tel: 662 4520).

30 THE GRASSMARKET · EDINBURGH · 225 6464

JUNCTION

Labour - Serving Our Community

·END OF SEASON
SALE

24 WEST PRESTON STREET
Telephone: 667 3010

Upto 15% OFF
Mountain and Conventional
Bikes
e.g. Diamond Black Topanga
R.R.P. £315.70
Sale Price: £280.00

The Junction Bar Irs the Best By Far!

Full After Sales and
Repair Service
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Oh God, why am I here?

I can't find this jungle on th map.
Bopping the night away at Teviot.
/'/, 110 : ( hr/\

1cl\ enna

BUT THEN ...

HI DEBS, JUST GOT
OUT OF A KANT
SEMINAR ... REALLY
FASCINATING,
FANCY A KEBAB?

YESINDEED!THEFRESHERS
BALL WAS SUCH FUN.
SO DEREK SENT OFF FOR PRESSPASS
AND WAS SOON POPPING INTO HIS
LOCAL NEWSAGENTS WITH HIS SPECIAL
VOUCHERS. HE WAS ASTONISHED AT HOW
QUICKLY THE TIMES TAUGHT HIM ALL
tHERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT HISTORY,
PHYSICS, CURRENT AFFAIRS, GEOGRAPHY,
SPORT ETC.

CRIKEY! GETTING THE
TIMES FOR ½ PRICE IS
CERTAINLY EASIER
THAN WEARING YOUR
UNDERPANTS ON
YOUR HEAD!!!

FINALLY HE WAS READY
TO CONFRONT HIS
ADVERSARY!!!

If you're a student in full-time education give

newsagents for half-price copies of The Times,

yourself a bit of intellectual clout and get The Times at

saving 15p a day or almost £50 a year. Students

half-price everyday. Simply complete and send off the

generally find it's the best way1 to make sense of

coupon below and you'll receive a book of ~RESSPASS

the world as we know it, win friends, influence

vouchers which you can exchange at your local

a student in full time/part time education and wish to participate in 1HE TIMES
SSPASS STUDENT DISCOUNT PLAN. Please send me my personal Voucher Book
which I agree not to transfer and to use exclusively for the purchase of The Times.

SIGNATURE - - - - - - - - - - - - - D A T E _ _ / _ _ / __
Surname (Mr/Mrs/Miss) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Forenames _ _ _ _ __
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

Term Time Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postcode _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Place ofStudy _ _ _ _ _ Course ofStudy _ _ _ _ _Year of Study _ _
Home Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postcode _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Age -

-

Phone contact

~ l y cut out this coupon and send to: The Times Presspass, FREEPOS~ Birmingham B33 8BR
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b) 'imon Jen. en-Fello\\<s

The event leading
to the rna acre at
Tianan:zen quare
had their root in
deci ion made
over a decade ago.
Deng Xiaoping,
once seen as a
po itive force in
hine e politics,
ha now shown the
hine e people
how far he i
prepared to let
thern advance on
the road to
dernocracy.
T.RDAYat3pm
th a tion tarted. A tudent.
ab ut 1 year. old. threw a
ton at the tro p who were
urrounding
the
quare.
hout ti
soldier jumped
up and ran aft r him. They
grahbc 1 him and pla ed him
ma k in the middle of th
tr
p .
hey stripp d hjm
nak cl and heat him over the
h ad with thi ort ofba hall
bat. They plit his head open
v rti~ally. He lay bleeding
an cn::amin, for two hour..
· hey just let him lie th re.
He di d about: pm ...

·uper- tates in an attempt to
revitalise
their
stagnant
economic . A climate of tolerance
ha · allowed the demonstrations
that now eem characteri tic of
the reform proces . To call them a
symptom of that proces would be
an injustice to the dead of Tianamen . In fact, thedesire,fo rchange
has always exi ted in the heart of
the oppressed. The events of
Tianamen were the mo t public
statements of a democracy movement that ha been building up in
hina for over a decade.
The death of Premier Chou En
Lai on 5th April 1976 provoked a
pontaneous prote t in Tianamen
quare and also heralded the
ascension of Deng Xiaoping - a
reformi t to the Chinese
leadership. Thus began the
economic reform process that
timulated the growth of a new
wealthy clas<, and the preading of
corruption outwith the Communi t Part}. Reform also
brought high inflation - 47 per
cent in some coa tal area - and
actually worsened the condition
for the urban poor. ·

The soldiers,
armed with
bayonets, moved
into the square. I
aw things I hope I
will never see
again. One trooper
immediately stuck
hi bayonet right
through this kid'
stomach. He
couldn't have been
more than three
years old. Hi
,nother was
creaming her head
off. Then this
maniac pulled out
his bayonet, turned
to a pregnant
woman and slit
open her stomach.

I Love an American Girl, her name is Democracy.

They were not asking for revoluI n •Ii h language contain'>
tion either. Indeed, the students
m re \\Ord than anv othu lanwanted and believed in comgu,1 • . he cntr_ ofa.nc\~ word i
munism . They were demanding
a ubtlc pro s ,ind i rarely
radical reform to enable the sysa c mpani d h) cclcbr, tion - or.
tem to succeed for all of Chi1rn,
n anti ipation.
not just the party.
·1 h pa'>t few month have proReform means an end to cor\ idcd u w 1th an cmbnonic word,
ruption and the release of the
th gc tat1on of \\-hich imolvcd
press from party control. D~ng
much celebrat ion - it. parent
Xiaoping
was
attempting THE SOCIALIST democheld great expectations for its
economic reform without political racy movement has been.
future. and the world eagerly
escalating in China for over a
reform .
awaited its birth.
Tianamen may have seen the decade. Tianamen Square
adl ·. the forced abortion on
death of many treasured young • has consistently been a focus
June th meant that the child
lives, but the demands of the for the voicing of dissent.
l icmumcn has a bleak and prepeople will never be wiped out in a
April 5, 1976 - Spontaneous
judiced tuture.
country of over one billion protest in Tianamen Squ~re
In the pre cnce· of oviet and
In pite of the erection of a people. As a Chinese student said marking the death of Premier
·1 tern
Bloc democrati ation,
tatue of Liberty in Tianamen shortly after Tianamen: " Karl Chou En Lai.
the hme c predicament ·eem ·
quare under the name of the Marx was a democrat . I don't preJanuary 8, 1979 - Urgent
all the more tragic . ociali t coun- Godde s of Democracy. the tu- · tend to understand the real
agricultural
reforms demanded by
tri around the world are begin- dents are not calling for a Western socialism that he wrote about, but
hundreds
of
peasants in Northern
ning to di ·mantle their dinosaur interpretation · of democracy.
I know this isn't it. " .
China and Beijing youth.
January 23, 1979 - Tianamen
Square occupied by young intelPPLICATIONS·ARE INVITED
lectuals from Yunnan Province to
China's south-west border. They
The International
FOR THE POST OF
were protesting a policy of forcing
Section of Student is
the educa:ted youth out into councontinually expanding
try areas.
its international
1978-1979 - The Democracy
Wall - A wall on Xidan Street,
contacts. We always
adjacent to Tianamen Square,
need more staff to help
became a poular place for the
with writing, layout and
OF
posting of activist
posters
managing the Student
demanding democratisation. One
particularly poignant poster read
News Service - an
"I love an American girl ... her
international informaname is democracy". Similar walls
tion service that sells
appeared in other provin~ial
stories to other student
cities. Deng offered rhetoncal
papers nationwide.
support, but in May a crackdown
Applications in writing should be made to:
began and only the Beijing ,Wall
PUBLICATIONS BOARD CONVENER,
was
allowed
to
contmue.
MEETINGS: 1.15 pm
October 1979 Soldiers
48 PLEASANCE,
every Wednesday at the
moved into Beijing to "restore
EDINBURGH EH8 9TJ.
Student offices, 48
order". Tianamen Square was
again
occupied by 2,500 university,
Pleasance.
·yi,

A Brief History of the
Democracy Movement

MANAGER
STUDENT

Tel: 558 1117/8.

students
angry
at
special
privileges. Their banners read:
"Enforce the National Laws:
Ag~inst Special Privileges for the
Army".
November 1979 - Democracy
Wall moved to a distant suburb.
November-December
1980
Elections to choose Beijing University's representative to the
National People's Congress were
characterised
by
candidates
favouring greater democracy.
December 21, 1986 - 10,000
people in Shanghai's People's
Square demanded the right to
protest without intimidation.
December 28, 1986-January 1,
1987-3,000 students marched 15
km from Beijing University" to
Tianamen Square to continue the
democracy protests.
April 15th, 1989-DeathofJ:Iu
Yaobang and the visit of Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev spark
off protests of great magnitude.
Deng Xiaoping is shown on
Chinese and world television as
weak and faltering. He made no
effort to conceal his humiliation
with the student protests.
June 4th, 1989- Deng Xiaoping surrendered any respect that
the people of China or the world
community may have once
afforded him.
The post-Tianamen period has
seen massive campaigns of public
misinformation, arrest and execution.
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The future of education
n this, the first issue of a new academic year, Student's
front-page story details the latest proposals for
further education funding in the UK. The .
Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals
proclaimed hesitant support for a scheme whereby
students would be charged the full cost of their courses.
This is the most far-reaching plan put forward yet. The
implications of the Vice-Chancellors' new line are
several. The most obvious effect would be that students
from less wealthy .backgrounds would lose · university
places to those more able to afford the costs of courses.
Regarding specific courses, the costs of these can vary
considerably, with an estimated average of £4,000 for an
arts degree, and rising to as much as £10,000 for dentistry
and medical degrees. Under the proposed system,
students may be dissuaded from the latter courses out of
sheer financial necessity.
·

I

On the wider scale, as universities come to rely on
paying students for their own continued existence (as is
the aim of the scheme), the prospect arises of costs being
cut to offer the cheapest courses and universities
feverishly competing for students.

This is not the most conducive atmosphere in which to
encourage the Government's hoped-for increase in 18year-olds participating in higher education.
Yet one should not be overly apprehensive. The
CVCP's proposals include a recommendation that a
scholarship scheme would provide the necessary funds
for the majority of undergraduates. Exactly how widely
available these scholarships could be has not yet been.
decided.
Implying as it does the end of free education in British
universities, these plans will have many up in arms. But,
as Peter Wilby, education editor on The l_ndependent,
pointed out in that newspaper last week, there is no such
thing as a free education. Our present system is grossly
inefficient, both for students and universities alike.
Clearly drastic change is needed if the present system is to
expand into the next century. As such charging students
the costs of their courses but with adequate and extensive
scholarships to prevent students having to choose
between competing scholarships is the logical step
forward. Students and universities - relying on
Government grants has proved financially ruinous.

hroughout the coming year Student will keep
T
students in Edinburgh fully informed of such
developments. Weekly we will provide comprehensive
coverage of all things important to students. Of course, as
well as news reporting, this means that Student offers an
all-round·service: news, features, sport, science, music,
films, arts, international, what's on, fashion. In fact, we
like to think that Student has it all - clearly others
recognise this too, as at the end of May Student won the
Glasgow Herald Student Newspaper of the Year Award
for the third time in five years; plus, our sports editor,
Mike Sewell, was student journalist of the year.
But Student is more than just a good read. As ever, we
are keen for an injection of fresh blood into the paper. So,
anyone interested in any aspect of producing a quality
weekly newspaper should come along at any time to our
offices at 48 Pleasance. Aside fro!" the obvious writing
side of Student, we also require photographers,
managers, advertisers, artists, and even anyone
interested in helping with our nightclub, Trash. The
possibilities for involvement with Student are endless,
and genuinely good fun. Come and meet the staff · they're a friendly lot and ready to talk to you.
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signs on

It all started last June. On the
advice of seasoned signing-on-ers,
Groundling had planned early,
phoning the DHSS for an appointment back in January 1986. After
a slight delay said appointment
was arranged for the first Monday
after term ended in 1989. So,
Groundling duly went along, completely unprepared for the DHSS
. ''forms" (note: "forms" is DHSSspeak for riovel-sized documents

brimming with questions devised
during the last war - the DHSS
actually takes its name from
Hitler's '.'SS", fact fans). These
forms require detailed knowledge
of not only the prospective signingon-er's personal life over the past
few years, but also of his/hers
immediate family, friends and
flatmates. A BA in DHSS Form
Completion is currently on offer at
the Open University.
Following this, the procedure is
simple: after the mandatory
"stewing time" the prospective
recipient of state benefit will
receive a letter saying that, unfortunately, they are not qualified for
unemployment benefit. Do not be
alarmed - this tactic serves no
purpose other than to scare your
pants off since no student will ever
qualify for unemployment benefit
unless they have earned in the last
year more than their parents'
salaries combined (or some other
random figure ... ). Eventually the
DHSS will be "pleased to inform
you that you are eligible for
income support", and thereafter

you will receive lovely fortnightly
cheques every time you sign on or remember to. The ecstasy of
receiving these cheques is completely out of proportion to the
amount of cash contained therein.
And then there's Housing
Benefit. Different government
department, different building,
different application procedure,
same degree of incomprehensibility in forms, equally fraught process. to actually receiving money.
However, the Housing Department do have a slightly different
approach to the issuing of cheques.
After a lengthy wait, Groundling
received a bumper cheque in the
post which was enough to buy the
flat let alone pay the rent. Naturally, Groundling followed normal
student logic vis-a-vis cheques:
banked it, withdrew it, spent it.
Which is just what the Housing
Department wanted. They waited
long enough for Groundling to
blow the lot, then pounced, sending a nice letter saying that a computer error had resulted in an
overpayment and . consequently

DISTRIBUTION:
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Rod McLean
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Nicola Mitchley
Michael Campbell
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He's back! That dirt-shovelling, muck-raking, flea-bitten investigative journalist, feared by many, sen by few. This week, he
tackles the mighty D HSS.
HO-HUM, another academic year
begins and financial ruin for students and further education in
general still
looms
ahead.
Groundling, though, welcomes
grant cheques and parental contributions, no matter how meagre,
simply because (for now at least)
they are reliable, hassle-free and
will not cause stomach ulcers and .
premature balding. Unlike signing
on. Grondling has spent the last
three months indulging in this
everyday, popular British pastime
in the interests of investigative
journalism and is, quite frankly,
sick to the back teeth. And penniless.
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you'll be in debt to us until well
into the next century, sonny, har
har.
As to phoning up to query thi5
state of affairs, forget it. All line5
are, callers are told, engaged, with
countless enquirers "holding". In
reality, the phones in the Housing
Department are taken off the hook
first thing in the morning and
replaced for an extravagant 20
minutes at the end of the day so
that employees can say, sorry,
we're closing now, try again in the
next millennium.
So, here's October. Groundling
is poverty-stricken, emaciated and
imminently flatless after a summer
of tacking the minefield that is the
State Benefit System. The thing is,
Groundling ponders, if students
are supposed to be intelligent how
do the less academically inclined
members of society cope with the
insurmountable
bureaucracy?
Groundling hasn't a clue.
Next year, any form of summer
eptployment will . be gladly
accepted. Payment is no object.
But for now, pass the grant cheque
and when's the next happy hour?

• If yu want Groundling to tackle any problem or inv~stigate any establishment, write to him c/o Student.
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Letter from Namibia
Dear Joni,
orry it ha taken me so long to
get round to writing, but it' been
a prett chaotic three weeks hopefully thing will begin to settle do n no\\!
I arrived in Windhoek on
March 28th and as you can
imagine at that time things were
pretty frantic, everybody was preparing for the April 1st implementation of the independence proce , and no one had time to talk
to me so I played at being a touri t
for a couple of day . On the 31st I
met up \\ith ome people from
amibia Communications Centre
and \\C went to the SW APO Rally
together on th 1 t of April. That
wa an amazing day - tens of
thou..and of people all dre cd in
the \: PO colour. of blue, red
and green, and all very happy. Of
oursc that didn't last ery long
b at1sc the next day we began to
~ct reports of the fighting in the
n rth. Th atmo pherc for the
rest of that Y.eek was one of total
confu ion - nobody knew what
, , happening.
n the 3rd I started helping out

international

student

in the People's Primary School in doing in the village by the school.
Katatura. The principal of that It's called Okinbale and it's in the
the very people once held in its
school is Mrs Shejavali, the wife Damara reserve - a black homegrip.
of the Secretary General of the land. It's an unbelievable place_
Kampuchea's Prime Minister,
Namibian Council of Churches. I have never seen people who are
Mr H un Sen, requested that the
She really needed someone to so poor and living in such awful
film be screened at the time of the
; help in the office so I was m~de conditions in all my life. Mostly
Paris Conference, whose aim was
. to bring to an end the ten year
~ery wel~ome. The school build- old people and women with young
mg _are m a pretty bad state of children live here - the men are
conflict between the Vietnamese· repa~r, but they can't find the all migrant workers - and it's just
led government troops and .
by 8_ophy Higgins
Kampuchea's 3 Khmer Rouge~undmg to do them up. The ~chool as if they have been dumped there
1 about to have a prefabricated to rot away. Most live in corru"THE KILLING FIELDS" was dominated resistance groups.
hostel put up in the playground, to gated iron shacks with no water or shown to the people . of KamMany Kampucheans fear that
accommodate some of the chi!- electricity.
puchea for the first time on Pho! Pot and the Khmer Rouge,
already growing in support and·
dren r~turni~g _from exile. .
Students here are all very August 5th this year. .
Dunng th1_s time I was staying at enthusiastic SW APO supporters.
The highly acclaimed film, ·. power, will return to complete
the L~then~n Church Guest It's good to see their energy, but it which won international respect, power after Vietnam withdraws
House m Windhoek and travel- makes it hard to teach them
exposed the terror of the Khmer its troops from Kampuchea as
ling every day so I did not have
There is a wonderful feeling of Rouge and is now being shown to planned at the end of September.
much chance to meet and talk to equality and mutual respect being
and eventually q_eath, his
people._ ~atatura,
a black fostered in this divided society-I
,
weight
being under 110 lbs.
township , 1s very overcrowded must say I find it refreshing to be
Hofmeyer was previously held
and even so people are keeping called Comrade Teacher.
under the same regulations betan~ availa?le _space for_ r~turnin_g
The electricity is going to be
ween 22 April and 6 October 1988
exli:s, so fmdmg room 1s 1mposs1- switched off now so I'd better go,
in solitary confinement. -He was
ble.
but I'll keep in touch.
WILLIE HOFMEYER was released under restrictions banOn my second weekend here I
detained on 26th August ning him from free movement,
Lots of_love,
travelled to Martin Luther High
School with some people I'd met
Sandra.
under
the
State - of expression and association with
in Windhoek. While I was at the
Emergency Regulations in named individuals.
His lawyers are presently conschool the principal asked if I Sandra Brown is a Social
connection with the nation- testing police attempts to move
would be interested in teaching Anthropology student at Edinwide campaign of defiance him to Klerksdorp, 1000 miles
English, as there is a shortage of burgh University and she is spendagainst South Africa-'s race from his Cape Town internment.
teachers. (English will be the offi- ing four months in Namibia as
laws
launched recently by the Under pressure from his attorcial language after indepen- part of her course. .
Mass
Democratic Movement neys, the police undertook to
dence.) I thought about it for a
Namibia is currently in the
few days and decided I could do
- a loose coalition of anti- shackle him to his bed at night, or
when there was insufficien.t
more to help by teaching English. closing :;tages of implementing
apartheid groups. _He went guards.
Previously he had
UN
Security
Council
Resolut}On
It would also give me more opporon an immediate hunger-. remained shackled at all times.
tunity to prepare for my disserta- 435 (1978). Full independence
Hofmeyer is one of at least 240
strike. His hunger-strike is
tion . Mr Shejavali didn't mind, should be officially achieved
people
detained between 1
now
entering
a
critical
stage
so I'm here teachil"lg English for shortly. Although Pretoria will
4- September 1989,
August
and
'
that
will
result
in
permanent
ten periods a week with plenty of inevitably continue to have a great
including _119 Soweto College of
of
influence
in
that
region.
·
damage,
organ
_failure
·
deal
time for my own work, which I'm
Education students.

KAMPUCHEA

, • Detention
• file

Wherever you're going, Whatever you're doi_ng, contact
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for the la est information, cheap fares & good service.

Bristo Square 668 2221
196 Rose .St.--226 2019
92 5th. Clerk St. 667 9488
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Opportunities knock
COMMENT
Universiade 91 is
approaching; the biggest
sporting event ofits kind
ever held in Britain.
Mike Sewell reflects on
this summer's World
Student Games and
h_opes for even better
things in Sheffield in
1991.
WE ARE at that time of year
when
students
harbour
the
optimistic dreams
coming months.

for

For many, the limit of this
ambition is to secure the left back
spot in their intra-mural soccer
team, or to make it to aeorbics at
least once during the year.
But this summer's World Student Games should have inspired
the more talented sporting students around the country to ever
greater heights. Duisburg, in
West Germany, hosted the 1989
games which could not be held on
such a large scale as usual, owing
to the late switch, from the·original venue, in Brazil.

Consequently only four sports
featured, but this still left time for
some outstanding British performances. Steve Blackley, of
Loughborough, won gold in the
jeveline event - not surprising
this, as he has won virtually every
other event he has entered this
summer. Iken Billy, also of
Loughbbrough, took silver in the
800 metres while there were
bronze medals for the less well
known Alison Gill and Anton
Obholzer in the skulls.

most people's more humble
dreams of intra-mural glory,
butthe scale of the Student Games
illustrates the opportunities that
are available in university sport.
With over two thousand people
coming in to the university each
year, there must be some v·ery,
very talented sportsmen and
women out there. It would be a
pity if their potential was not
realised; and the Edinburgh set up
appear to be better than most at
providing the facilities for that to
happen. A glance at the Sports
Edinburgh University's only - Union handbook, or a quick trip
representative was Jamie Henderround the Sports Fair at the Pleason who failed to qualify for the
sance this Wednesday and Thurs100 metre finals. However, Henday _will demonstrate that .
derson will still be around in 1991
for the next student games in
It is like~y that the first nominaSheffield which the organisers tion form~ for selection for the
claim will be "the biggest interna- Universiade will be circulating
tional' cultural and multi-sporting within the next few months. Edinevent ever held in Britain, includ- burgh mJly not be rivalling
ing the 1948 Olympics."
Loughborough yet in its sporting
standards, but it would be a pity if
Universiade 91, as the event is
this university could not provide
called, will bring more than 6,000
several more than the one repathletes and officials from more
resentative next time round.
than 130 countries to Sheffield.
The cost of running the games
With the number of events
alone will be £35m, and that does
increased from four to eleven, and
not bear in mind the sums
the British team likely to consist
involved in building the places to
of at elast fourhundred members
stage the event.
- twice the previous highest The .event itself is expected to the opportunity is certainly there.
be followed by a press corps of But then, it's easier to write about
1500 people, and to be televised these things than to actually do
worldwide.
them. Personaliy, I'll stick to
All this tends to overshadow · intra-mural football.

RUGBY
The University 1st XV continued their disappointing
·start to the season with a narrow defeat at the hands of
Leith. Despite such notable
. absenses up front as captain
Rob Hook, Jerry Krang and
Adam Stratton, they did how- •
ever put up a spirited performance and were unlucky not
to reap _greater rew_a rd.

EURFCO
Leith Accies 6

Jamie Henderson, whose success
whilst at University was rewarded
this week by his receiving the William Darling Award for outstanding contributions. He failed to
qualify for the finals of the 100m
this year, but he will be still be
around in 1991.

Leith's points came through two
-straightforward penalties just
after the interval, but throughout
the match the University looked
the better side, constantly gaining
promising positions only to throw
them away through stupid
penalties. The pack grafted with
great spirit and not a little skill,
performing heroics in the loose,
holding their own in the, line-outs
and only losing out in the scrum.
The backs looked sharp in attack
with Cousins, Linehan, Riisselt
and Wilson all contributing inci-·
sive runs, and the midfield trio
performed wonders in bringing
Leith movement to a halt through
solid tackling.
Despite the defeat this performance gave hope for the season to
come. Due to the inability of the
team to train together over the
summer, universities are severely
handicapped in the first few
weeks.ofthe season but.this showing indicated that things are start·
ing to come tQgether.
Neil Thaden
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Montreal Masters Hard luck
r----- -,. . ., .,. . .
for Hague

~~K~~N'S Hockey Club

completed a very ucce fut
and en.joyable 18-day tour to
anada, vi iting and playing
ide in Toronto, Ottawa,
and Montreal.

best ever 13th would be hard to follow through. She claimed to lack
OK, own up - were you seen speed but after losing her three
wearing Union Jack shorts minute lead to fourth placed
over parts even the sunshine Ragihld Bratbert (Norway),
Yvette led her through the rest of
on Leith couldn't reach this the course, clawing back 30 secsummer. For EUOC's elite onds over the final leg. Her final
having a rucksack full of red, position of 17th was more a reflecwhite and blue clothing was tion of fast terrain allowing the
an occupational hazard in a Scandanavians, Russians and
summer when senior and Swiss to pack into the five minutes
_between her and a medal.

ORIENTEERING

Whilst, generally, club ide on
the ea t coa t of Canada are not a
trong a the top cotti h ide , all
the t am there were very keen to
play a for ign ide, and thus we
were giv n among t the be t ide
to pla - and the be t surfaces to
play on.
Indeed. our fir t match was
om thing of a bapti m of fire
with a game again. t the full
ntario ide, which includ d everal current intcrnationali ts.
Di 1cultie were compounded
b) the _need to overcome jct-lag
and gain team cohe ion (after a
t\\O month la -off and \\-ith new
f
inthc idc).
he big
t problem \\-as overmin' the heat - recorded that
1 t da at over 110 degree on the
patch! Ir nicallv that defeat meant
"e learnt ur I~ sons quick I) {partkularl) , ith the heat) and we
b unccd hack the followin evende trm Toronto Field Ho lub. ·

junior world orienteering
championships coincided.

eil Hanley, outstanding midfielder in an outstanding
team <turmg an outstanding tour.

tour.
In retro pect. the two week
build-up for the cup was about
right and the succe s in the tournament (which contained three

full provincial sides, all of whom
had players in Seoul last summer)
was an outstanding achievement,
a the results illu trate.
E.J. Maclennan

Montreal Cup
Pool Matches

uartcr Final
mi Final
Final

Quebec II
Ontario
Glouce terF.H .C.
Manitoba
Glenanne (Ireland)
Quebec I
Manitoba

W. 7-0

0.0-0
L. 0-1
W.3-0
W.4-1
W.2-1
W .3-1

The World Junior Cham'ps had
This was more than a street cred already taken place in both torrensacrifice - selection for each race tial rain and baking sunshine high
turned out to be a blood seat and in the Austrian Alps. In tough conditions, Jo Armstrong's lack of
tears affair. Kirsty Brian-Jones, experience told. It was left to Ian
Ian Renfrew and Jo Armstrong Renfrew and Kirsty Bryan Jones
had done in style by building up to lead the British team far ahead
over the year to 1st, 2nd and 3rd in of him. Ian was 2nd team member
the Under-21 rankings.
in 37th (in an 84 strong field) while
Andy Kitchen had ranked 6th Kirsty (11th) ran into the 2nd best
throughout the year and earned
his place in the sudden death selec- ever position by a British women.

tion race. Andy stormed in with a
faultless run just behind the leader
but in the intervening seconds, the
five team places to Sweden were
stolen from him.
As an outstanding technician,
Yvette Hague's year long shin
injury didn't bar her from her 5th
WM since the age of 14. While the
rest of Britain ran around like
headless chickens her main
opposition was her own body and,
th,e rest of the world. Her previous

EUOC contributed more people
to these two events than any other
club. Our growing reputation has
attracted a fresh crop ofsquaddies
to this year's bouncy disco. These
include Claire Bolland, just
behind Kirsty in Austria, and Kate
McNeil, wild girl of the junior
rankings. So with a careful eye on
fading suntans, EUOC's women
should be booking all the flights to
Russia for next year's World Student Championships.

Joie de Vivre regained
as tour ~ends in success

And they claim football is a hard man's sport? Liam McArthur (kilted) and his boys pose in Italy.

FOOTBALL

A~.~h~~~;,~~~?!~, TAP!~,!!~Et!Mr;
\.
pay by direct
1
debit.
'
• .-. •.•
·
l~you'.r~ over
),:"\
.,,, ..,
18, 1ust v1s1t your
nearest dealer with some proof tho~
you're o stud~nt, your NUS :ord wil! do.
But be quick, because this offer 1s
only open os long os we've TV's and
Videos to spore.

deals for students on TV's and Videos.
For example, you con rent o TV for
just £6 .99 o month, o video for £9,99 o
month and o package like the one above
for only £14.98 o month.
And you con rent for os little os six
months of the year, if you like .We're
even giving owoy three blank video lopes
with every package, on condition that

OUR beautiful game. At last
footballing brilliance oozed
from EUAFC's cultured
playmakers. The venerable
carthorses revealed previously hidden dribbling ability, and the football club's
success on the Continent this
summer was assured.

The travel weary squad of 15
arrived in Bologna, Italy with
their natural vibrance and joie de
vivre dampened, if not extinguished, by a prolonged pas de
deux performed courtesy of those
• c"'bnnoisseurs of customer convenience,
Stagecoach
and
Alitalia. Spirits were further urinated upon come the next evening
when the European Universities
Branches in Edinburgh at 110 Gorgie R~d and 51 Hanover Stre_et Football Tournament draw was
·
· man th s for students over 18 subject to status. Offers subrect to ovmlob,l,ty.
Rentals for o minimum
o f s,x
made. Following in the well-trod-

.

.

'

den, turd-covered footsteps of
scottish footballing representatives we managed to team up with
· the Dutch, Italians and West Germans in Group A while London
faced the truly enviable task of
dispatching Lithuanians and inebriated Hungarians from Group B.
Even a minor red wine frenzy followed by open air strip the willows
in front of the university failed to
lift our flaggi°' enthusiasm.
Come the following evening
Amsterdam met Edinburgh in the
clash of titans at Campo Casaleccio, outside Bologna. Falling
behind to an early Dutch set piece
goal Edinborgh looked destined
for "a damned good pasting" by
an outfit boasting Ajax, PSV and
Haarlem recruits. Yet Guy
Devereux showing gallic determination and flair sparked a revival
in the Boro ranks. Findlay then
manifested a Jeckyl and Hyde
schizophrenia that earned him a
booking, man of the match and a

big girlie kiss on the bottom from
Spud after the game. Unfortunately despite heroics in the second half from the Uni side
Amsterdam held on to win 1-0.
Bologna's challenge followed
similar lines with the hosts quickly
taking a 2-1 lead and holding on
by hook and by crook (re turning
the floodlights off when wee Slats
was one-on-one (that's not sexual) with the keeper; while eusuring that any aerial ball into their
box brought a swift and shrill
response from an overworked
referee's whistle). In the final
game a _Johnston goal put paid to
the Germans while sealing a successful tour with a win.
After having routed Bologna 6- .
0 Amsterdam easily overwhelmed
London 2-0 in a very one-sided
final. Therefore "success" is not
being used as a banal bullshit
cover-up .
Liam McArthur

Section Xwo
music, tilm, arts~ s_cience and
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review

Why are all the summer
movies so bad? Why
can't anyone in them
act? Who's responsible? Just when you
thought it was safe to go
back to the cinema
Toby Scott gives
you ...

Summertime Blues
AH, SUMMER! Times of
long, hot days, languid
romance and bad films. It's
easy enough to understand:
school's out , we're all on
holiday, we've got money- in
our pockets and we're looking for some mindless entertainment as a change from
going to the beach.

yiac~? Maybe people who missed
~he first and feel conversationally
madequate at parties as a result?
Or people ~ho enjoyed laughing
~t the same Jokes the previous five
times and wa_nt to see them again.
~aybe they JI./St don't like taking
ns~s, or marbe there is no explanatwn: a fnend of mine went to
see Police Academy 2 and 3 but
none of the others but couldn't tell
.
Hence, I suppose, Police mewhy. ·
Academy 6, a film of no discerniApart from clever humour, a
ble merit whatsoever. What I
good plot, skilful direction and a
want to know is who is it who goes
to see the fifth copy of a film that · talented cast, the only thing Police
Academy 6 lacks is a good-looking
wasn't very funny in the first
young actor in a lead rnle in order

to attract what may currently be
termed "the Brossette factor"
something at least that The Karat;
Kid 3 has (apparently), namely
Ralph Macchio. It is in fact fascinating to watch two actors of
such incredibly limited range as
young Ralph and his mentor Pat
Morita, essentially having to ~arry
the whole film between them. The
hi~hly . predictable plot helps,
domg away with much of the need
for character development and
creation of suspense, but Ralph's
slack-jawed approach never fails
to bring the house down. For this
film, your suspension of disbelief

is not enough; you need to sus- chases, sloppy kissing, explosions
pend your incredulity, not to men- and stylish camera movements,
tion your ·urge to demand your and at least it gave certain local
papers a chance to run their
money back .
But now to surely the biggest "Local Boy Makes It Big In Holdisappointment of the summer: lywood" story for the thirtieth
Batman. Most of you will have time.
Meanwhile, just a bus ride
seen it so I won't trouble you with I
a full-scale review, but will only away, Timothy Dalton was provsay that for me the low point of the ing that the best thing about the
film (other than when Jack Nicol- Bond films had been our famous
son died) came when Bat rescues former milkman, although I think
Vicki Vale from the Joker's it is a bit hard to blame this on Tim
clutches at the art · gallery and himself. In Licence To Kill, they
says, "Get in the car." THE CAR! gave us a new Bond, socially conIt's black, 50 feet long, jet pow- scious, safely sexual and with
ered with fins and bits sticking out fewer silly gadgets and more hard
all over it, and he calls it a car? thinking. Trouble is that the
IT'S THE BATMOBILE!!! And cinema-going public like all the
could someone please explain to ridiculous gadgetry and mindless
me where Robin was throughout violence, not to mention the
old-fashioned
the whole thing? Or why the end- dangerously
ing was so poor? The producers, attitude to women and sex. The
- bent on turning Batman into a result is that Bond appears to have
serious piece of film noir, obvi- lost his Licence to Print Money.
And what of the rest? The
ously didn't realise that that the
popularity of the TV series lies in Return of the Four Musketeers was
its campness. Not that any of it just sad, and we didn't even get to
matters anyway; with box office see Roy Kinnear plunging fatally
records falling this is all mere from a horse. The 'Burbs was
detail. Never before have so many amusing, Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
people been to see a film simply to uninspired. Only A Cry in the
justify having already spent so Dark was any good, but that
doesn't count as it was a Serious
much money on T-shirts.
At least Batman was only a Film.
Oh, for the days of my youth ,
remake, not a sequel, which just
about everything else was. Karate when days were longer and hotKid 3 and Police Academy 6 I have ter, life was easier, England could
dealt with, but what about the play cricket and my parents paid
qua11ty end of the market , namely for everything. What of the sumIndiana Jones and the Last mer of '79, wheo we- could have
Crusade, lacking the wit and flair seen such high quality entertainof the original, but more than ment such as Sergeant Pepper's
making up for it with added dude Lonely Hearts Club Band (with
factor, viz . Sean Connery. Look- the Bee Gees, no less) or , at the
ing back, this was easily the best quality end of the spectrum, The
seq_uel ?f the summer, containing Muppet Movie. Back to the beach
as 1t did large doses of Nazis , I suppose.
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Camp comic Julian Clary, alias The Joan
Collins Fan Club, is as well known for his
fabulous frocks as for his wicked wit. And,
as James Pearson discovered, beneath the
make-up lies a ma_n who really only wants
to be Barbara Cartland.

G

aining an interview with Julian
Clary, better known to the majority
of the public a The Joan Collins
Fan Club, is no easy task. After a
omewhat traumatic and lengthy process,
involving being publicly heckled during a show
and having my handwriting analysed, you begin to
reali e that the man must indeed have had a hard
time with the press. Certainly, the tabloids had a
field day over jovial Jimmy Greaves slanderous
remark about Julian's sexuality.
However, the man himself is hardly concerned. I ask
him who he'd most like to exterminate and he says, "No
one. They certainly are very naughty boys though,"
referring to the tabloids who labelled him as "a selfconfessed homosexual - what a revelation! I'd have
thought it would have been blatantly obvious."
Without the make-up and costume Julian appears
omewhat uncomfortable and nervous. But at six foot
ome of his shyness is overcome by an overpowering
ense of charm. The bitchy, sharp and somewhat
aggressive delivery Julian puts on stage is less evident in
his day-to-day cosotume of jeans, T-shirt and
compulsory Red or Dead Shoes. But he covers himself
in an air of mystery by giving away little, only hinting,
with a mischievous smile, at sexual innuendoes. Still
down to earth, Julian is very private and reclusive,
preferring the company of Fanny the Wonderdog to a
gaggle of glamorous celebrities.
.
"In ten years' time I'd like to retire and live in a castle
in the mountains, writing novels, of course, with
Fanny. ' Yes, very romantic, sort of Barbara Cartland.
" I've always been very reclusive, quiet and shy. I love
Edinburgh for the walks,-even though a lot of them have
been destroyed." Indeed, he keeps a second home in
Edinburgh which is probably what keeps him returning
every year for the Festival.
.
.
"The Festival is a good chance to meet friends m the
business, like a giant trade fair," he explai~s.
sk about work and he'll babble away merrily,
but push Julian for anything deeper and he
becomes quite vague. Game show Trick or
Treat is a sore point:
" I was not at all happy with the programme and my
manager tried to dissuade me from taking it. But it was
such a bizarre thing to be offered I kind of knew what I
was letting myself in for. The partnership with Mike
Smith just did not work. He is very professional in that
he 'll do anything the producer asks. The producer told
me what to say but I never followed the autocue so a lot
had to ·be censored. They told me who to choose from
the audience; jolly people, but I never followed the
scrjpt or chose the right ones."
.
.
So why go ahead with it? "Well, 1t was quite nervewracking having to do this spontaneously every week.

A

but I wanted the television experience for my own show,
Sticky Moments." (Plug, plug!)
Sticky Moments is Julian's sequel to Trick or treat
going out in October. Being on Channel Four at 10.30
pm it will be attracting alternative audiences which
should hopefully give Julian free rein to his uncensored
act.
The Joan Collins Fan Club has been touring for some
four or five years now, but audiences have only recently
escalated to thousands. "It's almost entirely due to Trick
or Treat. Before we'd built up a cult following through
word of mouth. Trick or Treat's ratings of nine million
has opened up my show to housewives and husbands
alike." So, is Julian happy about this? "I suppose my
ideal size would be the 1500 which we used to have at
Hackney Empire, but the more the merrier." .
The act itself has changed considerably since then,
however, with Fanny retiring due to boredom and
subsequent auditions for a pianist uncovering the
riveting and sensual "Oh so lovely Russell". Julian's
songwriting team, lunger and Parker, have also joined
him on stage and will be supporting him with their own
act on the forthcoming Sticky Moments. series.
With all this escalation to megastardom what would
he say to people who accuse him of selling out? "Well, I
never really bought in! Londoners are still very cynical
compared to Northerners, but my act has hardly
changed for TV, so how can I have sold out? I want to
take it as far as it will go.''
ut enough ofall this work' let's get down to brass
tacks and start gossiping. I ask him about
implications that his act is a take-off of Dame
Edna Everage's. "Well, I very rarely watch
other performers so I keep my mind open." I agree there
does seem littlt. connection. "I get very claustrophobic in
theatres and cinemas and miss all the best bits by rushing
out for air. I only feel safe on stage because I know
where the emergency exits are!"
So where has the act derived from? "It's basically just
me, something I fell into because I ·c ouldn't get work as
an actor. I wouldn't go back now. I suppose my main idol
would be Bette Midler though." So what of Boy
George? "I think he's wonderful." And Bros? "Very
nice looking boys, I wish them well." Still no bitching.
I ask him about Damian and his Time Warp and I
sense a nerve.
"Who's he, why do you ask me that? I too would
record with Stock Aitken and Waterman, and would love to put an LP out but I would hate to get involved
with all the legalities of the record company again."
His last record, the infamous Leader of the Pack,
reached number 57, for which Julian received no ·
royalties. This is not the last of it, h6wev~r. "l_'here is a
book and video due out in November which will maybe
a1i;o be taken to Australia where I'm supposed to have
some sort-of following." Julian on NeiRhbours perhaps!

B

rough all this work talk I sen-se Julian has had
uite a few bitter ~xperiences in his private life.
He states my youthful smile will soon be wiped
off my face. His first snogging session was with a
boy called Vince at twelve, and Julian spent much of his
schooldays being beaten up. Currently/courting, he finds
it difficult to fall in love or get caught µp in all this
romance slush, and would not describe himself as sexy.
"I am a comedian." How modest .
His ideal night out is a night in, and he's certainly no
disco diva on the dance floor. "I never go out in make-up
as that is my daytime job, and I rarely get recognised in
the street. One man did come up to me and said Fanny
looked like The Joan Collins Fan Club dog, and then
proceeded to tell me how awful 'that' show was."
However, we are then joined by a group of Julian's
"friends'; ("I hate the word groupies," he states) who've
come all the way from Leeds to see his show, and he
treats them with a disarming friendliness, signing
autographs with reckless abandon.
For all his shy reclusiveness, Julian remains _very open
and warm; he has learned who and who not to trust.
Outwardly he may appear the archetypal ·queen, but
masterminding and directing his own show to the size it
is today proves he's right on track.
The stage set just gets bigger every year, designed by
Julian himself. "I hardly rehearse for the show, I just get
up there and do it, spontaneously." The costumes too
are J:iardly toned down. Designed by Edinburgh's
Michael Ferry, Julian opts for something tassley, and
designed the rather tasteful day-glo garb seen on _the
Wogan show himself. Indeed Sticky Momen,ts promises
to be wilder and more outrageous than ever and'
will no doubt soar away Julian's "happy homosexual"
act all over the globe. You can still catch the full,
·unedited version of the live tour as Julian returns to the
boards in November. "We're covering smaller places
that we've never visited - like Wales!"
Featuring songs like Dropped Me Like a Bri~k ~ a
true-life love story of being dumped), The Mincing
Machine and, of course, The Le(lder of the Pack, there is
also Julian's send-up of Chief Constable James
Anderton who warbled on about locking up
homosexuals, and was forcibly silenced when his
daughter came out of the closet._
.,
. .
"The show is all about sexual innuendo, 1t s defm1tely
a postive promotion of homosexuality_ - t?e. happy
homosexual. The audience is always mixed, It IS not a
gay show. Anyone that suggests I'm showing a
stereotyped vision of homosexuality I would ask them to
explain themselves. It's only about having fun!"
I remember Julian's performance at last year's
Edinburgh Nicaraguan benefit with all the Festival's
cream of comedy. A select few members of the audience
walked out in disgust at Julian's show. A fact he is hardly
worried about. "It's their problem."
Quite. Long re_i,gn The Joan Collins Fan Club.
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putting the feline back into f as!J,ion
leopard dress £39. 99
leopard bolero £44. 99
jewellery from a range
All available from
Miss Selfridge . .
Avril Mair
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Fashion this winter has
turned positively beastly,
with animal prints leaping
to the forefront of style.
Influenced by Gaultier's
explosively chic and cheerful
combinations of leopard
spot and zebra stripe, and
Comme des Garcon's
masses of fear less fake fur,
the cheaper chainstores
have caught on to the trend
in an impassioned display of
High Street hedonism.
The look is pure glamour;
sumptuous fabric, dripping
gold - essential Hollywood,
but silhouettes are plainly
co·n temporary.
Animal magic is striking .
but restrained - purr-feet
prints give ~imple shapes
uncontrollable allure. The
call of the wild has never
been so strong ....
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Life resumes after the Festival and this week 'Student' presents an
overview of forthcoming attractions on the Edinburgh Arts scene.

THEATRE
ROUND-UP
NOW t~at all the face-paint
from Frmge productions ha
be_en removed, you might
t~mk that all .originality had
dt appeared from the Edinburgh art scene along with
the last American touri t.
You'd be spot on if you took
a look at the Royal Lyceum's
1989-90 line-up. The oh- otunning offerings in this
year'
ea on include The
Duchess of Malfi, Look Back
In Anger (sorry, not the Mr

and Mr Branagh ver ion) ,
and Othello (oh no, not
again) . It's an unin pired,
afe election of tried and
te ted play designed to bring
the Edinburgh middle cla ses
in their re pectable drove .
The task, therefore, of providing a forum for a piring playw-

FINE ARTS
ROUND-UP
THE Edinburgh galleries are
certainly poiling u
for
choice thi term. With an
empha i. on contemporary
international art and young
cottish arti. t., and including
. ome exciting retro pective
of more renowned arti ts.

rights to air their stuff is left as
usual to the Traverse Theatre
who continue their tradition of
innovative and original works
unabated. Highlights include
Hitler's Women, described in the
press blurb as a "study of the man
and the appeal of Fascism from a
new and penetrating angle".
In addition, How To
Kill, a winner of the Fringe First
Award, looks interesting; so does
Elena and Robert, an unconventional love story set in an old
people 's home . Go get 'em ,
Granny! Coming up next week is
':\'ithering Looks , a satirical pastiche on the Bronte sisters. "Very,
very funny," according to the
Guardian, and who are we to
argue?
In a similar vein, the Theatre
Workshop's programme explores
sue~ controversial contemporary
subJects as racism, anti-AIDS
hysteria
and
environmental
i sues. Birmingham-based theatre
group Women and Theatre stage
Putting It About, which examines
attitudes towards AIDS and now
three very differ~nt women who
have contracted the viru draw
closer together in a hostile and
ubsequent influence on other
arti . ts like John Bellany . The
National's new exhibition commencing on the 26 October delves
into the idea of "How Prints Are
Made" . Etching, lithography,
screen printing, woodcuts and dry
points are all investigated from
their origins in the 15th century
through to artists of the present
day. Major loans from the Fitzwilliam. Hunterian and British
Mu cums cover the works of
Durer, Goya and Picasso.

The backbone of the. e visual
delights art!-- provided by the
'ational Galleries of Scotland .
The succe sful Festival exhibition
of cotl a nd's greatest landscape
painter .
William
McTaggart
(1835-1~10) continues until 29
October at the RSA . Despite haring many of the interests of the
French
Impre ionist .
he
carcely exhibited outside Scotland. Painting even the largest of
his canvase out of door in all
weathers, he evokes a free and
expressive manner. Disregarding
frequent criticisms of sketchiness,
and lack of finish, he produced
considerably atmospheric and
emotive pieces.
Also continuing from the Festival until 15 October at The
National Gallery is "El Greco Mystery and Illumination". It
provides an exploration into the
imagery found in the recently
acquired painting " Fabula" ( c.
1 5W) a nd compares the piece with
other works by El Greco and its

threatening world. In contrast
but no less relevant, there is Scot~
land's first "Green" Christmas
show, The Ice Dragon, which
addresses environmental problems within the framework of a
children's panto.
. . Finally, performance artists
The Kosh, after sell-out dates on
the Fringe, bring Waving At The
Tid~ _to the Workshop. Original,
exc1tmg and very weird. And no, I
don't know what Kosh means .
For all you young-at-hearts out
there, the Netherbow has some
.jolly japes planned, including The
Moonchild from the Hullabaloo
Children's Theatre and Maisie's
Christmas Concert with the stage
debut of Maisie the Kitten . Eat
your heart out, Garfield . Also at
the Netherbow , the first ever
Storytelling Festival to be held in
Scotland, celebrating the distinctively Scottish art of traditional
storytelling. Discover where "Jae-·
kanory" got the idea from in this
intriguing addition to a quirky
programme which includes the
Mandela Theatre making a welcome return with their hard-hitMaggie
ting play The Bronx Jew.
Looks".

Fox

in

"Withering

The King's Theate has cornered the market in populist and
thoroughly harmless · entertainment. Best of the bunch is probably South Pacific which comes to
Edinburgh after a long and successful run in London's West End ,
· probably to rake in even more
~o.ney. Gemma Craven gets top
billing and Rodger's and Hammerstein's famo1,1s score will probably revive a plethora of
memories amongst the granny
brigade.
For those of you who have any
energy left after Freshers' Week
(yes, both of you) , the Lyceum
are presenting Henrik Ibsen 's
~hosts from October 6th . If you
hke your drama both gripping and
depressing, then Ibsen's tale of
alienation and communicable diseases (sorry , sexual immorality) is
for you.
At the Traverse, Euripedes'
classic tale of Hecuba is given a
modern feel by Winged Horse ,
who return to the Gr.assmarket to
celebrate their tenth anniversary.
All in all, a mixed bag on offer in
Edinburgh this autumn , but proof
positive that there is life beyond
the Fringe.
"t·il ~,nith

major restrospective of one of the Duchart)p's
"Boi'te-en~Valise" floor sculpture-i~spired by her
greatest of American film studio (number two of an edition of20) is experien·ces of the Borders landportrait photographers, Clarence now part of their collection.
scape of Scotland. In December
Sinclair Bull (1896-1976)
Inthe T
he Fruitmarket will be holding a
· Lillian leather suitcase are 69 miniature
.
stunning exhibition by Alchimia ,
Gish, Joan Crawford, Clark repro d ucttons
of paintings and
Gable and Grace Kelly were all objects made by the grand-daddy a Milan-based , "radical design "
group born of the 1970s. This is
shot by his photographic eye, but 0 f D d f
a a rom -1 910 onwa rd s. The their first showing in Britain and
his most famous "victim" was
box reinforces Duchamp's fasci- will take the form of an installaGreta Garbo.
nation with reproduction and the tion conceived as a house , filled
No special exhibitions are at belief 't.hat repicas can be art . with Alchimia furniture, drawings
The Gallery of Modern Art but
Continuing on the international and objects. Exhibiting at the
some notable watercolours by
circuit,.
The Talbot Rice Gallery same time . is Willi Baumeister,
New Zealand painter Frances
one of the "most significant German artists of this inter-war
period". Saturday, though , sees
the launch of abstract work by
Gillian Ayres, bringing a feast of
colour to the Fruitmarket this
autumn.
Stills are "Picturing Women" in
two parts for the whole term .
Women by Women, four female
photographers, explore women at
work, in health and beauty
activities, and with the family.
Photography becomes the basis
for drawing in the work of Rory
Donaldson at The Collective Gallery (7-28 October). Scraping
away into colour photographs, he
layers image upon image that is
disturbingly topical.

Design from Milan. Room by Alchimia at the Fruitmarket this December.

It's a case of spot the star at The Hodgkins have been lent to the has an exhibition of sculpture
National Portrait Gallery, for gallery
fhe gallery has also entitled "Scottish Hills" by Belwinging its way up from the gal- been presented with "a miniature gian-born Lidy Hoewaer (14 Octlery's London compatriot is "The Duchamp travelling retrospec- 11 Nov). The central . focus will
Man Who Shot Garbo", the first tive" for one of Marcel apparently be a large multi-unit ·

The City Art Centre and 369 are
extensively looking at the work of
contemporary Scottish artists (too
numerous to mention) - but I
will give special mention to the
· English neo-romantic artist Ivon :
Hitchins , who exhibits at the
former in December. Happy viewing!
·
Alison Brown

If your penchant is for early
Highlights of the considerable October·, the latter boasting the
SNO programme include the Scot- well-known soloist Michala Petri. , music you will be pleased to learn
tish debuts by two of the world's Nearer to Christmas, a perfor- that the Queen's Hall also plays
finest violinists. November sees mance of Handel's Messiah is host to four performances by the
the recital of Mendelssohn's Vio- always welcome. Looking even Scottish Early Music Consort,
lin Concerto with the child-pro- further ahead, to the spring term, including a recital of the Carinina
digy Midori, while in December audiences will be able to see Barana .
the wisely appreciated talents of appearances by the popular
Finally to Scottish Opera which,
Kyung-Wha Chung will be on dis- British soloists, Nigel Kennedy
despite a fairly restricted progplay when she guests as soloist in . and Barry Douglas .
the Sibelius Violin Concerto.
There are, of course, many ramme , nevertheless provides
Also of note is a series of Marti nu attras;tions outside the perfor- sufficient performances for the
Symphonies which provides a mances of the SNO and sco. For great majority of those interest~d
refreshing complement to the instance, the concerts of the Scot- · in this medium. This term is based
more traditional concert pieces tish Ensemble, most notably the on recitals of The Merry Widow
Diversity can also be found in appearance of Paul and Maud and The Marriage of Figaro , with
the concert diary of the SCO. As Tortelier in December. Similarly, one performance of Jenufa in
well as more standard orchestral the series of "New Town Con- November.
works , evenings of guitar and certs" at the Queen's Hall is well
Simon Horrocks
recorder music are on offt.r in worth considering,

CLASSICAL
ROUND-UP
IF YOU have an interest in
cla sical music, Edinburgh's
winter season is more than
likely to cater for your tastes.
With substantial programmes from the Scottish
National
and
Chamber
Orchestras supplemented by
smaller events and Scottish
Opera, there is certainly
plenty to choose from.
Violinist, Nigel Kennedy
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Stamp Recollections
A fle_eti1!g encounter with 60's sex symbol Terence stamp leaves Oonah McNeile
mesmerised by the eyes, the gaze and the no-wheat diet.
'
TERENCE Stamp, last spot- finest quality, did not cross his · If in one-to-one encounters ·
ted in "Superman II", is the legs to avoid creases (or varicose Stamp prefers to use his eyes, in

veins, perhaps?). Suave, cool,
smooth, Stamp keeps himself in
trim. His '60s beauty has maturect
· rather than faded and the eyes are
just the same-large, brown, still
The second time I was wearing eyes.
a short skirt. He gave me a considered took (up and down) and
This is the man who played the
conceded to an interview with, sensual, erotic Christ figure in
Pasolini's film
"Theroama".
nevertheless, a glint of journalis- "What was Pasolini like?" I asked
tic hatred in his eye. He was going
directly to the airport and I was to him. He raised his eye and gave
interview him on the way . He me one of those gazes that
thrust a travelling bag in my hand suggests total vacancy and prowith the verbose command , found meaning simultaneously.
"Carry this"(!). So I took it, in this "He didn't speak to anyone,"
day and age of women's lib what Stamp replied. Another silent
type I thought.
else could r do?
Sitting in the taxi, a profound
The taxi arrives at the airport
silence enveloped us. "Have you and we go into the lounge . I ask
always wanted to be an actor?" I him about his love affair with
attempted . "Yes," he said. Then, model Jean Shrimpton and he volperhaps repenting a little, he unteers: "Jean was the love of my
added , " I grew up with the life," with a look that says "Yes,
moves ." He looked at my you can write that down". Any
notebook with mournful eyes and further questions on this topic
his jaw twitched beneath the taut were met with "Read my book."
tanned skin. I apologised .
He refers to his autobiographical
Terence Stamp, dressed in an account of the '60s- Double Feaolive coloured linen suit of the ture- published earlier this year.

Silent Type. ~he first time I
approached him, he uttered
no more than one syllable:
"No."

his book he has a natural easy
style which has made his publishers encourage him to write fie- .
tion. Will he? "I would like to, I'd
have to study a bit first," he says.

With books and acting already
behind him, where the future is
concerned Stamp has been asked
to a direct a film later this year. It
will be shot in America (he'll say
no more than that).
"Do you like America?" I ask.
"I like the supermarkets there,"
he replies with an enthusiasm he
has ryitherto concealed. He explains keenly that in America they
understand the importance of a
no-wheat diet. ... (!)
"You should try it," he
recommended . Stamp's flight is
called. He kisses me on the cheek
and unaware of any potential
irony, says: "It's been really nice
talking to you" - his longest sentence so far.
With grateful acknowledgement
to James Thins for Double Fea-

Enjoy a new style of
French Cuisine at

1 1 $ 1 A l1 11A)-11

GREYFRIARS
BOBBY

IQANCAIS

Richard, formerly of L'Etoile in
No. 10, together with a
wonderful French Chef from
London, has opened a whole
new concept in French Cuisine.
Come to La Chaumiere and
enjoy a taste of France.
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QUITE SIMPLY
GOOD HOME COOKING
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Open 6 days.
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THE WONDER STUFF

Hup
Polydor LP

PALE SAINTS
Barging Into The Presence
Of God 4AD 12"

H P. hort and to the point a
usual. The Wonder Stuff deliver
their second album and make it
look ca y. Miles. the clown cynic
ha. written easily their be t lyrics
to date; buggering the plugger
and taking th piss out of
evcr)one (Morris cy. Led
Zepplin. the listener and himself).
Musically. Hup is less
homogeneous than their debut.
Eight Legged Groo1•e Machine,
with the addition of fiddle and
James Taylor· Hammond organ
adding depths to their head
do,\.n rock. Don't Let Me Down
Gently wa the surprise radio hit
and open the second side continuing their run of classic ingles.
nergetic. demanding and arrogant.
. The Wonder tuff are peerless
tn their ability to move from indiedom into the corporate world
of big bucks without losing anything. music-wise or attitude''-' c. venomou antidote.
Jame Haliburton

THE CREATURES
Standing There
Wonderland/Polydor 12"
TH · reature: return after. ix
)Cars. ioux ie and Budgie have
taken another holiday between
Ban he s· projects. ix year ago
it wa Hawaii. this time it" pain.
Sta11di11g There i<. 11 frantic
rh)thms and a typicall) sneering
I) ri al attack. Less obviously
c )mmerc1al than previous reatures outing it i. nonethele a
welcome breath of fresh autumnal
.ii r.

.

NANCI GRIFFITH
Storms
MCA LP

ERASURE
Drama!
Mute 12"
AT LAST, they've been rumbled.
Erasure have been fooling too
man) people for twoo many
years, what with their cuddly
Sma h HitsffOTP inocuousness
and their jolly little singles. But
peer closely at this teen explosion
and what do you find? Wonderfully deviant stage apparel and an
endless tream of bold, characterforming dance music. Erasure are
the Green Party of the music
world, pop terrorist laying a
time-bomb at the feet of establi hment. Drama! is quite possibly
the be t song ever!
Gus Wilder

ACCOMPLISHED singersongwriter with goddess-like
talent ahoy! In 1989 Nanci
Griffith has finally arrived at the
position of musical and lyrical
ease that her last seven albums
have led to. With Storms
everything slots into place
effortless! y.
The often cloying sweetness of
her last studio album, Little Love
Affairs, seems, in the light of
Storms, a momentary glitch.
Griffifh may still sing of wishes
and kisses, lovers and teardrops,
her perennial tender prey, but
now these glisten under what the
press release rightly calls a "pop
sheen". No, not a sleek, late '80s
version of folk/country but songs
of class that pack a punch, tap the
feet and swell the emotions.
And don't forget the muchlauded It's a Hard Life Wherever
You Go, Griffith,'s perfect stab at
the problems of the world, from
Belfast to Chicago, and their
effects on the innocents. Naive
bafflement mixed with bitter
words.
Storms is a progression, a
pinnacle even. Not "strippedback" any more, but anci
Griffith's music is uncluttered
unfussed and a subtle joy.
'
Craig McLean

THEY are 4AD's newest signings
and the first homegrown one for a
long time at that. The coy vocals
are at times at odds with the
vociferous guitars but with a few
listens Sight Of You and She
Rides The Waves things start to
fall into place. The former is an
awesome juddering slice of hypnotic guitar pop. Accessible and
riotous. The latter continues in a
similar vein but unhinging the
sound to an even greater extent.
Pale Saints continue the
dynasty of unique 4AD bands
with little in common with either
the mainstream or their underground contemporaries.
James Haliburton

IAN McCULLOCH
Candleland
WEA LP

Gu Wilder

A CAR CALLED JAMES
Down On Your Knee
Vinly Vilain 12"

McCULLOCH returns to show all the young pretenders brilliance
requires more than just memorising Bunnymen chord changes. Candle/and is gentle and introspective, more consistently approachable than
most Bunneymen albums but still as beautiful and essential.
Proud To Fall reminds us what we'd been missing; that exquisite
voice and songs to love. The interviews confirmed our suspicions; no
one could out-lip the master of the one-liner and throwaway arrogance.
Even the addition of Liz Frazer on the luscious, late-night lullabye of
the title track cannot eclipse the sexiest voice ever. A gentle swaying ·
musical journey into never-never land that's as good as any expectations of it.
· Horse's Head is a consummate slice of well-disguised meaning and
gently orchestral music. It's an album tinged with sadness but is ultimately optimistic. Freed from the Bunnymen 1;onstraints and compromis_es, McCulloch's vision is unrestricted allowing a song like In
Bloom to sound like he's been dipping into The Cure and Banshees
back catalogue and still retaining his own quality stamp. Mac is unqoubtedly back.
James Haliburton

THE first re lea.eon local record
hop inyl Villain · new label,
and might\.· stuff it is too. Brimming with.goth-like menace. the
three tracks arc a. bold and gutsy
as a band's debut release
demands. The vocals play second
fiddle to the overall aura of power
as the drum· pound unceasingly
and the guitar whir and growl.
n vinyl A ar Called James hint
at the total experience that their
stage show must display! Down
On Your Knees is frighteningand exhilarating.
Gus Wilder

BICYCLES·

REPAIRED

HIRED

SOLD
MOUNTAIN BIKES
IN EDINBURGH

In conjunction with those generous folks at Regular Music, the Music
ages are proud to present this term's first competition. We have 5 pairs
f tickets for Joe Strummer's date at the Glasgow Barrowlands on Friay and another 5 pairs of tickets for those wacky French funsters, Les
egresses Vertes, at Edinburgh's Queen's Hall on October 14th. So
ow do you win these much desired prizes? Easy. Just answer the relevnt questions below ...

SALE NOW
ON

1. Joe Strummer Which American film director has Joe strummer
orked with regularly over the last few years?

BEST SELECTION OF

CENTRAL CYCLE HIRE
13 LOCHRIN PLACE
TOLLCROSS 228 6333

TRASH

. Les Negresses Vertes Name the French presenter of Def Two's
~~-

'

ring your answers to the Joe Strummer competition along to the Stuent Launch on Wednesday at the Pleasance at 1 pm. Answers to the
es Negresses Vertes competition should be handed into Student
ffices by 2 pm on Friday 6th.

OOKS

"Pay ii\.your grant
cheque•··and they
imme_diately give y9u
v-----·--=------,-=------=----·-{! :~§:'.~:~:~!~lou could;;t -· ·-:-.-.
get a faster return even

if you had shares in self-ironing shirts."

-- -

RAINS

Just don't ask me how a can-opener works."

"Oh yes.-~_interest-free

-·----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- - ?.~~~1E!~.-~f-~P.-,!~-£~??.)i:::> indispensable:J·inean,
CDs aren't cheap . ..

"Which bank ?
TSB - the student bank.

fur details,
work up some chemistry
with branch staff.

00tDthe
BANK
• Or your award letter. • ·TSB Clydesdale Bank, NatWest and
Midland Bank ATMs - 4,392 throughout Britain.
TSB Scotland pie. Registered Office: Henry Duncan House,
120 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4LH. Registered in Scotland:
Number 95237. TSB Scotland pie is member oflMRO.

a
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student

This week: Dead Poets Society, Young Einstein, Erzk the Viking and sex, lies and videotape.
Plus everything you ever wanted to know about the Film Society and two competitions.
DEAD POETS SOCIETY
Odon

Dir: Peter Weir

A T
AGE rite of pasage film from Walt Disney'
ouch t nc division would
normall_ be high on my
"avoid" Ii ·t, e pecially if it is
et in the 1950 when, it
cem . all great truggles of
youth ag in t their elders
took place (or maybe it
make for a more commercial
oundtrack).
ot so, Dead
Poet,; Society, due almost
entirely to the pre ence,
behind the camera of Peter
Weir, and, in front of it,
Robin William , who betwe n them avoid mo t of the
trap into which a film like
thi could o ea ily fall.
fl) one

expecting thi

to be

OMPETITIO
TH
I vcly people at the Film
o 1cty arc offering a number of
free memhcrship.., for all you
luck people. II you ha c to do
1 think up a u1tahl_ humorous
caption to the ph to here and put
it in the Film trav here at the Student offices before 3 o'clock on
mdav the 9th. Be warned.
though; I am not imprc . cd hy
catalogical jokes. and the
upplicr of the ,..,orst c ntry has to
come in and apologise.

Good Morning, Secondary Education will be sorely disappointed,
not lea t because Williams is on
creen for les than half an hour,
but al o because the role of John
Keating, the liberating English
teacher, doe not require that sort
of performance. There is humour
a Keating rails against the stuffine and conformity of the chool
and, indeed, the whole world, but
the film is, characteri tically for
Weir, low key and with a tragic
happy ending, Williams concentrates his humour to only where it
is necessary and otherwi e shows
us the bittersweet wearines of a ..
man who knows that for all his
efforts only a small number of his
charges will ''make their lives
extraordinary."
Lo. s of innocence is a common
theme of Weir's films, whether it
be a central theme as in Picnic At
Hanging Rock or Gallipoli or
more peripheral as in Witness or
Mosquito Coast. and it runs as a
strong current throogh Dead
Poets Society. Whilst the ending is
tragically inevitable as in Gal-.

CAMEO CHEAP DOUBLE
BILL SHOCK HORROR
In ca e you're finding life to be too
dull already, the Cameo are showing a suitably shocking double bill
of Society and The Thing on
Thursday 5th at 11.15 pm, both of
them full-blooded certificate 18s.
which count out those of you who
didn't stay on for Sixth Year
tudics.
Even better. the whole thing
costs only 50p but you must have
your matric card with you as it's
student. only.

lipoli, the film bustles and runs
with the energy and drive of youth
and the exuberance of John
Searle's photography links with
this to create some dazzling sequences.
In the hands of anyone less disciplined than Peter Weir Tom
Schulman's script would probably
veer towards the slushy and oversentimental, and few other actors
could bring as much credibility
and style to the role of John Keating as Robin Williams does. The
rest of the cast perform well
enough, but, with a few exceptions it is hard to feel that much
has changed within them. The
problems with the film are its predictability, occasional, irritating
implausibility and the tendency of
all characters other than Keating
to be little more than stereotypes.
Weir's sure and skilful direction
avoids most of the emotionalism
but even he nearly blows it in the
final scene when the weapiness
(not helped by Maurice Jane's
sugary score) threatens to over.whelm the whole film. Weir cuts

ANOTHER COMPETITON
Dress sharp! Look good! Impress
your friends! We have five Sex,
Lies & Videotape T-shirts to give
away, courtesy of the Cameo. Just
answer these two simple questions:
(1) What was Steven Soderbergh' first feature film called?
(2) Which well-known actor
got into a rather awkward "sex,
lies and videotape" situation of his
own recently?
Answers on a postcard please in
the Film tray here at the Student
offices. Most amusingly wrong
an wers get to take us out to dinner.

The brilliant Robin Williams in Dead Poets Society.

into the end credits in the nick of
time and the end result is, th~nk-

fully but only just, _well worth it.

THE Edinburgh University
Film Society returns for the
1989-90 season with an exciting 'range of films, seasons,
special events, guest lectures
and premiere screenings.
The Film Society is the
biggest and most popular society in the University which
this year will screen 129
movies in all, and sees itself
as an attractive alternative to
the ordinary cinema.

programme of three double-bills a
week ( on Sundays, Tuesdays and
Thursdays), this year the society
features special British premieres
of films from Italy and France,
welcomes film directors and
cinema experts from around the
world, and gives a rare chance to
see films unavailable in this country from any other.source.
All this is possible because of
the "film society" status EUFS
enjoys. The Film Society is a nonprofit-1J1aking society run by student volunteers dedicated to making a fun and exciting programme
easily accessible to all members.
Once you've paid the membership
fee of £12, you will receive not
only free entry to all films in the
regular programme but also the
compact membership booklet,
detailing Film Society shows and
events, the quick-reference calendar poster, and free copies of the
autumn and spring programme
magazines. The autumn edition
has just been published, reviewing all 72 films up to Cliristmas; it
covers all the autumn season and
is well worth checking out. Not .
only is the Film Society extremely
active, it clearly represents an
incredible value-for-money way
to see great movies.

This year the entire programme
is structured around a number of
seasons. This illustrates a commitment to do more than just show
films individually with no other
context other than pure commercial gain, which is usually the only
reason a cinema shows a film.
Because members pay for all the
films when they join at the beginning of the year, the Film Society
has the freedom to programme
without regard to the commercial
attraction of individual films.
Unlike ordinary cinemas, the
Film Society fits films together
into double bills. If cleverly programmed, the whole usually adds
up to a great evening's entertainment worth more than the sum of
its parts. In addition to the regular

Toby Scott

Think you can write better than this? Film page mee!ings are ~n
Wednesdays at 1.30 pm in the Student Offices. Anyone mterested m
any aspect of the page is welcome to attend.

Mel Gibson Danny Glover
The magic is back.
ep Perf 2.05. 5.05. 8.05

~

K-9 (12)
Sep Perf 2.15, 5. 15, 8. 15.

l>

Tim Robbins
John Cleese
An adventure to the end of the
earth and over i1.

ERIK THE VIKING (12)
epPerf2.15,5.15, 8.15

A warm wekomt awaits }'OU al the

I....IJ/CLES

ARGYLE
BAR

EDINBURGH'S PREMIER SHOP

LETHAL WEAPON 2 (15)
Jame Belushi
Mel Harris
Meet the two toughest cops in town.
One· jusl a little smarter than the other.

r1r.Y1Ja,NJ

Q)

~

is showing free films every day of
Freshers' Week at George Square Theatre? Who shows six films
every week of term, as well as
hosting a whole range of
special events and premieres?
How can you find out more?
Where can you join?
Come to George Square Theatre
any day this week and find out
how to get the best in cinema entertainment.

the University Society

End of Season Clearance
with up to

f.100 OFF

A fine selection of real ales

TOURING AND MOUNTAIN
BIKES

OPEN ALLDAY

VISIT OUR HUGE
SHOWROOM NOW!

A selection of home-cooked lunches
served between 12 noon and 1 pm

30 RODNEY STREET
EDINBURGH
031-557 2801

You'llfimlusat

15 Argyle Place
Edinburgh

student
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YOUNG EINSTEIN
Cannon
Dir: Yahoo Serious
DID you know that Albert
Einstein as well as formulating the theory of relativity
also invented the electric
guitar and the surfboard?
These and many more stunning
revelations are brought to light in
Young Einstein, a frantic new
comedy written, directed and
starring Aussie newcomer Yahoo
Serious. According to Mr Serious,
Einstein was the son of a Tasmanian apple farmer who developed
the formula E = mc2 while trying
to put bubbles in his father's
home-made beer! After various
misadventures, including being
incarcerated in an asylum for
lunatic scientists, the father of the
atom bomb discovered the basic
scientific principles of rock and
roll and fell in love with the young
Marie Curie. And if you believe
that, you'll believe anything.
For most of its rather excessive
length, Young Einstein is a witty,
good-natured movie whose satirical asides do not dminish its lighthearted craziness. Occasional! y,
though, it reeks of selfindulgence, and too often far too
much emphasis is placed on Mr
Serious' rather dubious charm.
With his carrot-coloured locks
and Cast-lemaine Four-X accent,
Paul Hogan he ain't. As director,
writer , executive producer and
star of this venture, it's clear he
calls the shots, but one wishes that
a more experienced filmmaker
had been in charge to maintain a
firm hold over his comic flights of
fancy.

sex, lies and videotape

Cameo
Dir: Steven Soderbergh
INTO the life of Anne, a
bored housewife with an
obsession about garbage,
whose yuppie lawyer husband , John, is having an
affair with her "loud" sister,
Cynthia, walks Graham, a
mysterious old schoolfiend of
John. (We know that he is
mysterious
_because
he
doesn't wear braces and has
what is apparently an unusually British name.)
Graham's strangeness turns out
to be that he gets his kicks by making videotapes of interviews with
women about sex. This disgusts
the straight-laced Anne but fasci-

ERIK THE VIKING
Cannon
Dir: Terry Jones
IF Erik The Viking has any
lasting effect, it is to remind
us how splendid Terry Gilliam's Baron Munchausen
was in comparison. At first
glance, these two films, both
directed by ex-Pythons and at
one point scheduled to be
released
simultaneously,
seem to have a lot in common
- both tell magical fables of
mythical adventurers and
their
extraordinary
escapades.
But Terry Jones' tale of a sensitive Viking (Tim Robbins, lacking
confidence for such a demanding
role) who journeys to the edge of
the world and asks the gods to end
an age of darkness, lacks the wonder and vision that makes Gilliam's work such a unique
phenomenon.
Jones' movie, based on a series

19

ot books he wrote for his children,
simply doesn't work at any level:
as a comedy, it's too silly, as an
adventure, it's too dull, and as a
fantasy it's unimaginative. A starstudded cast looks embarrassed
(what on earth are Eartha Kitt
and Mickey Rooney doing in
this?): John Cleese (looking
bored) is wasted, and Jones'
cameo as the King of Hy-Brasil
(Atlantic in Viking) is hideously
unfunny.
A few Pythonesque scenes are
the only redeeming features
(fierce warriors squabbling over
where to sit in the longship, for
example), and of the Vikings,
only John Gordon Sinclair as Ivar
the Boneless and Tim Mclnnerny
as Sven the Berserk emerge with
any credit. ·
Due to a multitude of production difficulties, Erik The Viking
has been a long time coming to
Edinburgh. But now that it's here,
many will wish it hadn't arrived at
all. And the abysmal special
effects have to be seen to be disbetieved.
Neil Smith

Of note ...
respectively, a great Howard
Hawks comedy and classic Alfred
Hitchcock thriller.
' The Filmhouse also have a good
double bill on Thursday of To Kill
A Mockingbird and Night Of The
Hunter, and follow it early next
week the late, -sometimes great
Sam Peckinpah's newly restored
Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid. For
fans
of
the ·surreal
Jan
Next Tuesday at the Pleasance
Svankmajers Allee 1s unmissable
they are also showing Bringing Up
Baby and North By Northwest, in Cinema 2. For full details see
What's On .
Cary Grant double bill with,

In this column I hope to point
out those great and good
films which the non-filmbuffs amongst you might
otherwise ignore, for examYahoo Serious in Young Einstein.
ple Casablanca (Filmsoc,
George
Sq. Theatre, Thurs-confident
debut
for
the
movie,
a
Throughout, Young Einstein
ay), still wonderful nearly
treads a fine line between hilarity Colonies' latest export, and a
and banality, but thankfully the pleasant time-filler as we wait for half a century on.
basic silliness of the plot is so innocent that our prolonged suspension of disbelief is no hard task.
All in all, a surprisingly enjoyable
nates her more worldly-wise sister. Predictably enough, Graham
and his tapes wreak havoc in the
lives of the three.
Out of this unpromising plot
Steven Soderbergh has shaped an
intriguing debut film and carried
off the Palme d'Or from Cannes
into the bargain. He is helped by
generally good performances,
particularly Andie McDowell and
Laura San Giacomo as the two sisters, although Peter Gallagher as
John never manages to break out
of stereotype.
The interest lies not so much in
the slowly unfolding plot, which is
too formulaic to quite convince,
but in how Soderbergh uses the
situation to explore attitudes to
sex and honesty in yuppie
America. Ultimately, however,
the film is let down by its overly
conventional and contrived ending.

the inevitable Crocodile Dundee

3.

•

Neil Smith

The Mission, Victoria St
Every Thursday 11-3 £1.50

Stephen Allen

Cliff Richard, pictured here prior to his sad demise
at the hands of Stock, Aitken and Waterman, commented:
"Some friends of mine said that I should . go
for a Shag. I readily agreed. Imagine my s~rprise
when I discovered that it was only a club with two
dancefloors, two dishy deejays and lots and lots
f r e e ch O c 0 1 a t e . I n d e e d , i t 1 s pr o b_ ab_ 1 Y, j u st as
0 f
well it wasn't an immoral sexual activity
after
all, I wouldn't have known what to do~"
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and fearful

H LLO Fresher ! What's your name where do you
come from what are you tudying where are you living?
I wa a Fre her once but now I am old, grey, wizzened
and cynical, but not, thankfully, bald, fat or senile;
which is more than can be said for most of the Student
staff. Anyway, on with the important stuff, like ...
Going to see your Director of Studies
You will be late .Those of you going down to the Kings
Building will discover just how far it i on foot, or you'll
get on the wrong bus and end up in Leith or Craigmillar.
If you have to go to the William Robertson Building
you'll ju t get lost and never be seen again whereas those
of you heading for the David Hume Tower will have to
choose between waiting for the lift, in which case you'll
be there until graduation. or taking the stairs which
means you 'II die trying.
ftcr the ha le of eeing your D of S who, thanks to
a --unique bureaucratic error" has never even heard of
you before. you have to go and matriculate. Take a
packed lunch. pon entering Adam House you will see
vcral men dre sect in black in the queue in front. They
arc member of the A who u e our little set up as an
initiativc/fitnes tc t which most of them fail because
they can't get round in under two hours without having
to resort to violence. The Adam House layout i actually
cunningly de igncd so that you can get round the whole
thing in only four minute provided there are 110 m?re
than \ix people in the whole system at any one time which
i'i, unfortunately, rarely the case. And don't forget your
photo or all hell breaks loose.
Se
. ex amongst Fres~er is a bad. bad move. There yot;t

student

Phased out by Freshers Week
already? Let worldly-wise
Pilgrim guide you through the .
nightmare still to come.

are in the Teviot Megadisco, surrounded by hundreds of
other spotty teenagers from Leighton Buzzard or Peebles, none of whom has a clue about what goes on in
their own underwear, let along anyone els~s. After some
mumbling and fumbling you agree to retire to your Pollock love den, but first a trip to toilets to play the slot
machines there but in Teviot you will always lose and
when, as the sign suggests you go to the bar to ask for
your money back you will DIE of embarrassment. Even
if ybu get past that stage you'll put it on wrong and one
of you will choke to death during foreplay. Sex without
condoms is even worse since it invariably leads to either
pregnancy or AIDS, both of which are usually fatal,
especially when parents are informed. The Student staff
are always more t~an willing to help with such matters
but we don't promise not to laugh.
Drugs
Stay well clear of all of these, including that perenniaf
favourite - alcohol. During Freshers' week there will
be large numbers of people offering to buy you drinks
(be warned, they have unpleasant motives) and even
greater numbers trying to get you to buy them drinks
(much the same, really). Do the right thing and introduce these two groups to each other, then scarper of for
a quick quiet one on your own.
If you are drinking alone, avoiding looking a soicial
leper by wearing dark glasses, black clothes and an odd
number of earrings. Bring along a copy of Beyond Good
and Evil and people will think you are so cool that they
don't dare talk to you ( or so you can convince yourself).
If you insist on drinking you then have to choose
somewhere to go. Edinburgh has the highest pub to per-

NEED ADVICE ON HOUSING?
HELP IS AT HAND
The
Student Accommodation Service
at
30 Buccleuch Place
can offer sound advice
on a range of house-related issues

The Advisory Service is available
Monday to Friday
9.30 a.m.-12.30 p.m.
2.00 p.m.-4.30 p.m.

For free advice
without appointment
call in to the office
of phone 667 0151

!n.

son ratio
Britain (a· claim, incidentally, made with
equal passion and conviction by about every other city in
the UK ~xcept Birmingham) but I won't bore vou with
the details as you're all going to Teviot anyway. ·
In common with many other such places, Teviot is
essentially just a bodily fluid exchange with shit, spit,
blood and vomit flying in such quantities that it's wise to
open an account with the dry cleaners if you're going to
g~ regularly. Even if you manage to avoid all that you
still have to choose Something to drink which generally
means very nasty lager (oops 'Tautology')] for the boys
and Babycham for the girls. There is good drink to be
had in Edinburgh but you won't find it near Bristo
Square apd it isn't made by anyone who advertises on
TV. Consider Teviot to be just a bad phase everyone has
to go through, like a second puberty really, and hope
ihai you·· find ·an alternative before too long
If someone offers you some pot DON'T BUY IT.It is
either liquorise, snot or innertube, none of which are fun
to smoke. All other drugs are extremely bad news and
anyway your parents wouldn't approve. Just remember
that all drugs, especially alcohol make you do very
stupid things that you will regret in the morning and your
friends will laugh at you until you graduate, so don 't
OK?
Friends
Friends made during those early days fall into three
categories.
I. People you meet during Freshers' Week because
everybody wants to make friends and when you pass ·
_them in the street three weeks later you're unsure as to
whether they'll remember you so you avoid making eye
contact.
2. Really, really good friends who you spend all your
time with and it's you and me, we'll be really good
friends for ever and, we're really tight and I'd die for you
and then after you graduate you never see each other
again.
3. People who are not Freshers. Danger. If you are a
bloke, these are usually women who know you fancy
them or other blokes who know that you think it's cool
to be seen with them but in either case they are only
there because they know that you, desperate impress ,
will be buying all the drinks. If you are a woman, your
older, campus-wise friend will always be a man who,
despite his claims that he really want to show you how to
develop film or explain why you should join Greenpeace
or the Astronomy Society ("observation nights ho ho
ho), has other motives. You may be there, mnocently
been to hear about the Historical Society Intra-Mural
Hockey Team, but it won't be too long before you feel
those clumsy fingers struggling with your underwear.
Clubs & Societies
There are thousands of these out there and you're
going to end up joining most of them anyway but do try
and be slightly selective with your money. Do try and
join at least one society simply because you'd never
. heard of its activity before, and don't join any political
groups: they are full of lonely, haunted elder students
desperately trying to find partners who already agree
with them on something. In between do what you will
but remember fhat all these people being really warm
and kind to you actually hate all Freshers (who are, after
all, pretty detestable) and at least wait until Christmas
before you try and depose the committee and take over
yourself.
Studies
Remember that you are hear to study. Whatever else
you do, go to the first 10 lectures of each course and the
first tutorial and then skip as many as you think you can.
Remember this isn't school;· they don't take a register.
Everything else
.
You'll work it out. That's half the fun·of-it and anyway
nothing I or anybody else could say will make any difference. You will be sad. You will be lonely. You will fail at
something. (CUE MUSIC: "Dambusters March" or
something equally uplifting). But stick with it. You'll be
all right. Everybody that tries does OK in_ the end. I was
a Fresher. I lived in Pollock. I went to Tev1ot and the Ref
Bar. Now I am a h<!PPY third year, triumphant and successful. I even write for Student, which around here,
short of becoming President of EUSA is about as close
as you can get to being utterly, totally, contentedly useless.
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Age of Concern
from this laboratory, although I
doubt it. What is more, likely to
come from our laboratory is an
understanding of how the immune
system must be mobilised in order
to produce an effecti_ve defence .
Unless one has that defence then
it is unlikely that these vaccines
will work properly. We would
hope to provide information that
would help to design vaccines and
drugs ."

With Edinburgh now
the AIDS capital of
Europe, research into
the problem in the city
is of particular
relevance. Maxton
Walker went to talk to
Dr Graham Bird who
is co-ordinating one
such project.

But does the high profile of
AIDS research and potential
financial or professional rewards
tend to induce any sense of competiton and therefore secrecy between rival labs?

'' u ~;~~~u:~e
of

the

21

effect on our ability to combat the
disease?
"I don't want to get drawn into
political discussion, but that study
was regarded by many scientists as
being of key importance with
regard to planning of the next
stage of research, education and
health care in a strategy towards
com batting the AIDS epidemic. It
was set out to ask the question
'What are the sexual habits of
young people?' and we need to
have accurate information about
how frequently young people
change their sexual partners in
order to predict how HIV will
spread. ff a proportion of the
populaiton are changing their
relationships fairly steadily, then
that gives the opportunity for the
virus to spread, and all the evidence is that the virus will, in the
right
circumstances
spread
heterosexually just as easily as it
will
homosexually .
There's
nothing magical about gay sex as
far as spreading the AIDS virus is
concerned."
So, at a time when Edinburgh
could expect to see a massive explosion in the AIDS problem within
the next 18 months to two years,
and where Dr Bird does not
expect to see a safe and effective
vaccine for the disease before the
turn of the century, apart from
looking after ourselves, what can
wedo?
"At the moment there are a
number of us who are quite concerned at the potential for the
sprea d o f t he d"1sease amongst t h e

problems
"One of the things that has
characterised A IDS research is
we face here, is that as far as the
the very good levels of communigeneral public is concerned,
cation. There was some trouble
AIDS is not seen as such a
between the Americans and
sympathetic cause as heart
French over who discovered the
disease, cancer research or, say,
virus , but since that time the sciresearch into leukaemia in
entists have learned that they
children. However, particularly in
have to pool their expertise and
now there is very good collaboraAn artist's impression of the HIV virus
' Edinburgh, AIDS is likely to_
tion between individual labs."
become every bit as important as
those other diseases ."
Chilling words indeed, and now is that once the infection is in are part of a national and internavery
significant
·
development
especially so, as they come from a popu Iat1on,
par t"1cu 1ar1ya popu- tional effort to further underresearch
is the infactAIDS
that
Dr Graham Bird , a specialist in
1
~~J~~:f~u:l~b;~:e~~oi~~~ ~~~itfn~n~~et~a;~J :~\:;i;~; recently Mrs Thatcher vetoed a ~i!~~t\i~;t~na:~~o~:J ;;~/~ i~:~!
immunology and currently head
of the AIDS. research unit in the wards from there, and that rate at immune system recognises the proposed survey into th e sexual interest to students, because they
Blood Donor Centre in Edin- which it spreads is of some impor- virus. That understanding is a key habits of British people which was are young, intelligent people in a
tance to us."
part of designing effective drugs specifically engineered to dis- city where this is happening and
burgh.
·
·
· th t and vaccines. It will be through cover more about th e possible need to be aware of it and educate
Edinburgh University, as one
y own m_ipression is ~
social implications of the illness,
of the leading academic centres in
the people around the"m of the sigpeople m general still the common initiative of internaharbour a very insular tional research that a vaccine on th e grou nd s th at it invaded per- nificance of what is happening."
the world and in . the centre of
what is commonly referred to now attitude to the disease despite the , c-.:,o~m;,:e;:,s;_.I:,;t;,,;c:.;o:.;u;,;,ld~c.:,o;,;,nc,:.e:.;i_v.:.ab,:.l;,;;y_c:.;o_m_e;__s_o_n_a_l_p_n_
·v_a_cy_._w_i_ll_t_h_a_t_h_a_ve_a_n_y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
as the AIDS capital of Europe, is fact that most liberal-minded •
an unequivocal site for the setting people don't perceive it as some
up of an AIDS research centre. kind of "gay cancer" any more.
Accordingly, just such a centre Has the message really got across?
was established in September
To distance oneself from AIDS
1988 as a joint initiative by the is a very human response.
University, the Scottish Health Another problem we have is that
Board and Lothian Health Board, for various reasons the extent of
along with associated charities in the problem is not yet an obvious
order to provide a centralised one. Firstly the disease has a very
basis for research into the disease . long latent time period so on averWith its small staff, situated in the age for young people it takes
basement of the Blood Donor about ten years before the serious
Centre, the unit is seeking to for- symptoms emerge, which is an
ward AIDS research within Lot- awful long time to wait and means
hian in three fundamental ways: you can have a very large number
to provide investigation services of people infected where there is
for specific individu.als already nothing to see . This is the situainfected· and undergoing treat- tion at the moment in Edinburgh.
ment in order to define more The other reasons that the disease
clearly the stages of the disease, to is concealed is that people who
provide information about the have it, for very good reasons
progress of the virus throughout shelter themselves and are shelpopulation groups within the city, tered by the medical profession.
and finally to examine the This confidentilaity is a very
immunological consequences of important issue and is one that a
HIV infection.
great many people shelter behind;
.An obvious query is what ini- there have in the past been incitially led to Edinburgh in particu- dences where people have lost
lar being crowned with the odious their jobs, have not been able to
distinction of AIDS capital of complete university courses, and
Europe. From the available evi- so on, and this stigmatisation
dence, the most likely theory means that people are not keen to
/
seems to be that in around 1982 or identify themselves as suffering
'83, a single pusher who was HIV from this particular problem ."
positive moved into the area with
And contrary to earlier beliefs,
a particularly good batch of is the understanding now that
heroin at the same time that police everybody who becomes infected
clamped down on intravenous will go on to develop the fullheroin users, resulting in a decline blown disease?
in the number of available needles
"It would be wrong to say
simultaneously with an increase in everybody; no disease is ever 100
Then all the benef"rts of our student packaiie
NatWest has more branches on, or near campus
users, leading to an increase of per cent but in the absence of
will be waitinii for you when you arrive.
than any other bank. So you won't have to walk too
shared needles - and a result that effective therapy it will be over
Allowinii you to check out the more interestinii
far to iiet at your G:&Sh.
is now all too clear. Dr Bird exp- three-quarters of patients who go
parts of colleiie rather than search for " bank.
Open an account locally and when the time
lains:
comes for you to start colleiie we can, if you like,
on to develop the full-blown dis,~ NatWest The Action Bank
"The likelihood is that the ease."
transfer it to the nearest branch.
AT
infection in Edinburgh started
But what exactly are the longEDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
from a point source because it term aims of the unit? Is it actually
TEVIOT ROW HOUSE~
came from nowhere and built up expecting to discover a vaccine or
very quickly and provides an cure?
F
0
R
p R E
ACTl~N
illustration of how quickly this
"It would°be slightly extravagvirus can spread when the social ant to claim that gur unit's aim is
conditions are right. The problem to produce a vaccine or cure. We

one
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Why most students
find it .e asier
to bank with us.
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SOUR GRAPES AND THE
SCISSORS
Potterrow, 8 pm
Breathless.
WEDNESDAY 4th

THE DEEP
The Missi5>n 10.30 pm-3 am; £2_
Rave, groove, acid etc.
thursday 5th

SHAG
/'
The Mission 11 pm-3 am£! _50 _
Hot and sweaty and tab.
THE AMPHITHEATRE
10 pm-late; £2 (half price before
11 pm).
Discamania!
SUBWAY
C~arlie Parkers , 10 pm-3 am
Live cabaret and fashion shows
for a new alternative club.

THE RHYTHM KITTENS
9 pm, Finsbury Park, South St.
Andrew St.
ROD PATERSON
St James Oyster Bar, 9 pm
Calton Road.
ROOTSIEDUO
9 pm, Snatches, High St.

(Also Thurs 9 pm at Ryrie's,
Haymarket Terrace; Fri 9 pm at
Globe, west Post, Sat 4 pm at
Sess_ons, _Cowgate, Sat 9 pm at
Oasis, Victoria St; Wed 9 pm at
Snatches, High £t).
CHARLIE McNAIR'SJ3AND
Preservation Hall, Victoria St.
ELEPHANT NOISE
Oblamov, The Mound
(Also Fri eve, Teviot Row
Union).

FRIDAY 6th

BUSTER BROWNS
11 pm-3am;£2.75
Half price before midnight.
ONDERELLASROCKE~
FELLAS
9 pm-2 am
Film promos with lots of freebies.
SP A ISH HARLEM
Returns to Wilkie Hou e more or
les unchanged
SLAM
Come. from Glasgow to the
Mission .
Hip Hop in full force.
ATURDAY 7th

D VILMOUNTAIN
A nip at £3
In the 369 Gallery hould be
popular with Friendly Fred and
Jovial Julian DJing. CLUM ANDINO
Liberty's 7th Oct only; £2.50
(£1.50); 10 am-3 am;
Fine mixture of jazz, latin, sould
and funk .
KANGAROO CLUB
The mis ion; 10.30 pm-3 am; £2
Still going after all these years.
TROCKCLUB
The Venue; 10 pm-4 am
THE IMMIGRANT CLUB
Shady Ladies; 10 pm-3 am; £2.
SUNDAY 8th

MELTING POT
Red Hot Pepper Club 10 pm-3
am; £1.50 before 11.30, £2.50
after.

UTOPIA
Venue, Calton Rd.
KEVIN TAIT
Trader Vic's, Victoria St.
(Also Thurs, Fri, Sat 9.30 at
Candlemakers' Arms , Grassmarket; Wed 9 pm at Trader Vies.
CRAMOND BRIG HOTEL
Queensferry Road 8-11 pm
Jazz.
KEVIN MACl<:ENZIE TRIO
Buskers, Melville St
Sax, guitar and pass.
JANE CASSIQY AND MAUREEN LEYDifN
With a progra1me of songs,
poetry and stor from Ulster.
Oct.

THE ROOTS!
BLUBBAND
Pleasance Bar
Great name, bi
umpteenth gig
(Also Tues 9.3
sity. (Also Tue
tion Hall, Viet

TOOTSIE
following,
t the un iversity.
gig at the univer9.30 at Preservaria Street.)

KINSEY REP RT
9 pm Waverle Bridge
BERODAS ING
Maxies Bistro pm
West Nicolson Street
THEBROTH RS
Preservation
9.30 pm.
FJ AERE NIS EN
Negociants
(Also Fri at T ader Vies, Victoria
St).
YELLOW
LIFE TURKEY
Road
ERGS

WEDNESDAY 4th

MUSICAL SOCIETY
Reid Concert Hall, 1.15 pm
Lunchtime Concert. Informal
concert with various classical
pieces on offer. A good into the
Musical Society. (Also Fri 1.15).
MUSICAL GALA
Usher Hall
The band 9/. HM's Royal Marines
join Edinburgh's Gilbert and
Sullivan Society for an evening's
entertainment in aid of the Kings
George's Fund for Sailors.
Sounds a must.

THE MECHANICS
Debating Hall, Teviot Union.

SEVENELE EN
Trader Vies, ictoria St
ABSENT FR ENDS
L'Attache
Basement of utland Hotel,
West End.
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
LUNCHTIME CABARET
1.10 pm-155 pm, Free.
FRIDAY 6th

SNO
Usher Hall, 7.30 pm
The new SNO series opens with
musical director Bryden Thomson
holding the·baton.

BIG GEORGE OF THE BUSINESS
Preservation Hall , Victbria St.
WILDCAT
Negociants, Free.
STEAM JENNY
Platform 1, Rutland St.
Evening pub folkd band.
BB'SJAZZ
BB's Bar, 1 Barony St.
Filipino influenced.
THE BEAUTIFUL SUITE
Moray House Union
Holyrood
Students and guests only.
SATURDAY 7th

CHRISTIAN UNION
Pleasance Bar
Live music, laid back alternative
to_ loud music of pub crawling
with two members of Eine Kleine
Jazz Musik.
SHIRLEY BASSIE
Playhouse
SPLASH ME, I'M DROWNING
Cinderella Rockerfellas
St Stephens St.
I

TORINO
Venue, Calton Rd.
SUNDAY 8th

SCOTTISH ENSEMBLE
Queens Hall, Clerk St
The Scottish Ensembles first
concert of the season has a distinctly French flavour with music
from Lully, Faure and Satie.
RICHARD BAKERS GRAND
TOUR TO MELODY
Kings Theatre
Leven Street
Mr "Last Night at the Proms"
himself escorts you on a musical
journey with the help of a sixstrong team of operatta singers.
THE MIGHTY LEMON
DROPS
Coasters, West Tollcross
PANIC NO MORE
Preservation Hall, Victoria St.
MONDAY 9th

THE SUGARCUBES
Usher Hall , 7 pm
IAN FOSTER
St James Oyster Bar, Calton Rd.
9pm.
OUT OF THE BLUE
Preservation Hall , Victoria St.
9.30 pm.
JOHNNY SUNBEAM
Negociants
9.45 pm.
TUESDAY 10th

PIANO RECITAL
Reid Hall, 8 pm
Herrich Bunney tickles the ivories
in aid of the St Giles Cathedral
Renewal Appeal
HOAKIE FINOACIE
Oasis, Victoria St.
8pm.
LOS SUPREMOS
St James Oyster Bar, Calton Rd.
9pm.
THE TEX FILLET FIVE
Negociants.
Free.
WEDNESDAY 11th

NEILSADAKA
Playhouse
7.30pm.

student
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what's on
Place, 8pm.
Thought-provoking theatre,
imaging government policy
towards aids .sufferers in 1992,
from Birmingham Theatre Company, Women and Theatre. Until
Sat.

THE GREYFRIARS STORY
Greyfriars Kirk, Candlemaker
Row, 7.309 pm
An entertainment in words and
music in aid of Greyfriars International Appeal. Tickets fro[
Queen's Hall, Clerk St.

FRIDAY 6th .

CAPONE AND THE BU LETS
Venue
Calton Road.

GHOSTS
Royal Lyceum, Grindlay St, 7.45
pm
.
A new production oflbsen's
gripping play, perfect for manic
depressives everywhere ..(Until
Oct 21).

ANOTHER BENDY WINDOW
AND BIG ST~AUSS
Finsbury Park, So th Andrews
St.

STRANGE GROWTHS IN
VIETNAM

theatre

Bedlam Theatre, 8 pm
·Move over Oliver Stone! Sex,
drugs and napalm in Donald
Mains one-man play from Bedlam
offshoot Raptus Theatre.
"Funny, tragic and moving."

WEDNESDAY 4th

IF I SHOULD FALL FROM
GRACE WITH GOD
Acclaimed tragicomedy from
prophic Bedlamite Chris Roban.
Homer and Catholicism merge in
the mind of a hospitalised suicidal
(Also Fri 1 pm).

80,000

FILMHOUSE

A STRANGE PLACE TO
MEET(15)
t'
3 pm Wed 4, 6.16 Wed 4 Fri 6,
Sat 7, 8.30 pm Wed 4-Sat 7

different books

BLACK ORPHEUS (PG)
3 pm Thur 5, Fri 6.15 pm Thur 5

WITHERING LOOKS
Traverse Theatre, Grassmarket
Until Sunday. Witty spoof on the Bronte Sisters from cabaret grlup
Lip Service.

at Scotlands

PAT BARRET AND BILLY
THE KID (18)
3 pm Mon 9 6 pm Mon 9 8.30 pm
Sun 8-Tue 10

SCOTLAND THE WHAT
Kings Theatre , 7.30 pm
Until Oct 4th.
Popular trio from Aberdeen in a
lively cabaret.

largest bookshop

THE YEAR MY VOICE
BROKE (15)
3 pm Tue 10, wed 116.15 pm Tue
10 Wed 11 8.30 pm

film

CHRISTIE IN LOVE
Bedlam 8pm
The early life of John Reginald
Christie suggests reasons for hie
neuophilia .. . interesting. (Also
Thurs and Sat 8 pm).

53-59 South Bricl&e, Edinburgh
Books, Stationery-, C.Ds i Tapes
-Open till late 7 day~ a wee.k

CANNON

THE SWING THANG
Pleasance Bar
The Fringe's most popular Jump
Rivers (whatever that mans) had
sell out gigs all through the Festival. Recommended.

LETHAL WEAPON 2
2.05 pm, 5.05 pm , 8.05 pm
ERIK THE VIKING (12)
2.10 pm, 5.10 pm, 8.10 pm

HORROR REVUE
Bedlam
My flatmates say its brilliant.
They ought to - they're in it.
Don't let me down. (Also Fri 12
am).

BATMAN (12)
1.50 pm, 4.50 pm, 7.50 pm
DOMINION

INDIANA JONES AND THE
LAST CRUSADE (PG)
2.15 pm , 5.15 pm, 8.15 pm

THURDAYSth

ODD
Bedlam Theatre, 1 pm
A collection of monologues, all
dealing with the subconscious and
all odd in their different ways.
Sounds perfe~t for the bedlam
(also St 1 pm).

SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO
EVIL(PG)
2.10 pm , 5.-10 pm, 8.10 pm
WHEN THE WHALES CAME
2pm, 5 pm , 8pm.

PUTTING IT ABOUT
Theatre Workshop, 34 Hamilton
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CLASS FILMS ALWAYS IN STOCKCHECK US OUTI
Branches at:
36 West Preston Street
19 Henderson Row

136 Marchmont Road
20 Roseburn Terrace

Ii WVlNER HOME VIDEO
• Trademark of Warner Bros. tnc.C) AWo\ANERCOMMUNICATIONS COMPAN

01:>EON
CLERK STREET

***

M

031-667 7331/2

MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM OUR TOP MOVIES***
He was their inspiration -he made their lives extraordinary .
ROBIN WILLIAMS •

DEAD POETS SOCIETY (PG)
Separate programmes at 5.30 and 8.15. Sat & Sun at 1.40, 4.05, 6.15 and 8.40.
RICHARD PRYOR

GENE WILDER

SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO EVIL (15)
Show_ing at 6.15 and 8.40. Sat & Sun at 1:40, 4.05, 6.15 and 8.40.
The comedy with Bats and Balls.
CHARLIE SHEEN
TOM BERENGER

MAJOR LEAGUE (15)
Showing at 6.15 and 8.35.
Sat & Sun at 1.45, 4.00, 6.15; 8.35.
*-Not showing on Monday 9th October*
* * * From Friday 13th October***
"Grea t " ... "Spectacular" ... " magical " ... "Astonishing"
The Cinema Event of the Year

THE BEAR (PG)
The Most Amazing Film of All Time.
This Saturday at Midnight: ROBERT HALPERN
* * * SEATS BOOKABLE FOR ALL PERFORMANCES***
Box Office open 11 am-7 pm. AccesNisa Hotline 668 2101 .
Coming soon ODE ON 4 & ODE ON 5 ...:.!.. To offer even more entertainment.
All Cinemas Closed Weekday Afternoon~ while work is in progress.
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G REGU.AR in EDINBURGH

LES NEGRESSES
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VERTES

14th OCTOBER. EDINBURqH, QUEEN'S HALL

TRANSVISION·
··'

VAMP,~,
CHRISTY
MOORE
16th OCTOBER. EDINBURGH, PLAYHOUSE SOLD

our

21st OCTOBER. EDINBURGH, USHER HALL

IG
Baby's Got _A Gun: laughing up their sleeves.

and the tightest of drums. dabblers like Gun and Slide. They
The sound is compelling and know how good they are and that
aggressive but suffers a lack counts. Gary introduces the band
·
w· h
d b
during the intro to the stroppy- ·
The Venue
of vanety. 1t out a ou t, me t a I ofSt one Groove, 1orge
•
tt·mg
h owever, A Car Called he's on the Venue stage. So good,
A CAR Called James are
relative newcomers , with a James look set to deserve • in fact, that they can slip two new
single just released on the more than passing attention. songs (Heaven and Who's Fooling
·
Who?) into the set and they
recently formed Vinyl VilIn theory, Baby's Got A Gun instantly sound like familiar maslains label. Their music owes should need no introduction. terpieces . Baby's Got A Gun
much to The Sisters of Mercy Constantly gigging and attracting remember what so many have forand, especially, Red Lorry a fair share of local media interest gotten, that standing on stage
Yellow Lorry. Consequently on the back of thejr support slot . playing your songs is not enough.
the singer owes more to with Bowie's Tin Machine earlier Baby's give a PERFORMANCE.
in the summer, they are, quite Ignore them and you'll be kicking
Michael Stipe than the Avon simply,
the
most
exciting yourself (if I don't get to you
lady for his cosmetic advice. unsigned band in Scotland. Rock first) .
Theirs is an unrelenting noise music has never been this good for
James Haliburton
heavily pivoted around bass many years. They piss all over
BABY'S GOT A GUN/
A CAR CALLED JAMES

3rd NOVEMBER
EDINBURGH,
QUEEN'S HALL

.
THE EURYTHMICS

vated an image to match.
Her enthusiasm and joy of per-

forming were just as evident as
The Playhouse
her cool professionalism. Live the
DESPITE even the addition Eurythmics are very much hands
of Charlie Wilson on backing in the air/singalong community
vocals and his attempts to affair that allowed a feeling of intisteal the show , this was very macy, despite the Playhouse
being the location. In a two hour
much Annie Lennox's night. set
most of the new album , We .
Nothing could put her pre- Too Are One was showcased betsence in the shade. over the ween virtually all the singles from
years she has established her- Love ls A Stranger to Revival; each
self as one of Britain's finest track; delivered with the same
female singers and has culti- passion a~d slickness. Highlights

were easily when the ·band were
sent backstage to leave Dave and
Annie and a solitary guitar to run
. through songs like You Have
Placed A Chill In My Heart and I
Need You. Artificial dramatics
were replaced by the real thing
and The Eurythmics displayed the
reason they are so successful.
Deceptively simple songs with the
minimum of pomposity . And
that's entertainment.

19th NOVEMBER

EDINBURGH, USHER HALL

James Haliburton

gymnastics, vocal elastics, all out being lazy, divergent without
resulting in a more-than- spreading itself too thinly, energetic without becoming tiring. We
adequate exploration of their snatch from the racy sheen of
album Love ls A Lie. For Aberdeen to the rain-soaked murk
Queen's Hall
The Indian Live Experi- of The Ballad Of Me and Shirley
once
THE INDIAN Givers live, a
MacLaine and no one notices , nor
ence
gelled.
theatricality
that
has
gives a damn. And when Kit Clark
Similarly Danny Wilson, Gary catapults to centre stage for i
·unfolded before these eyes
Clark's
supremo voice shone like
many a time - not so much
Can't Wait , a pop hero is born;
a beacon as the Danny's walked
kitchen sink drama as every- from the hit single splendour of Danny Wilson score another
thing including the kitchen Mary 's Prayer to the Sinatra snazz -triumph.
sink thrown in. Yet -tonight of their latest , Never Gonna Be
With a holy alliance formed
the jarring mish-mash of yore The Same. This band are leaders · from a splendid array of styles,
is but a haunted memory as in a field of, .. one.
influences, energies and hats,
the band's disparate strings. Yes, one. Nobody else can Danny Wilson on stage are a
.and goals coalesce into one. touch Danny Wilson in full flight. wholly uplifting phenomenon .
Craig McLean
Guitar histrionics, keyboard A sound that is comfortable withDANNY WILSON
THE INDIAN GIVERS
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Tickets : from Theatre Box Offices, Virgin & Ripping Records
and T.O.C.T.A. outlets throughout Scotland .

